Over 8000 pictured products covering radio control helicopters, planes, cars,
boats, yachts, model trains and all the accessories.
Money Back Guarantee Online Parts Request form $5 ﬂat shipping rate.

WEBSITE: www.rcnz.com EMAIL: sales@rcnz.com
811 Jones Road, Rolleston, Christchurch (Warehouse only)
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Council Report
Firstly, and we’ll repeat this later, it is time to
look forward to another membership year
and resolve to do something about making it
better. By that we mean renew your
subscription and try to make sure that your club achieves three
objectives this year. Number one, enjoy ﬂying safely. Our strength is
our good track record of having a great hobby and doing so with
respect for the people around us and fellow aviators. Number two and
three, ensure that your club is growing and at the same time lowering
the age proﬁle. Whilst every new member is welcome, what we really
need is young people to take up aeromodelling. This has been the call
down the ages, but it has never been more important. Set yourselves a
target to increase the club membership by 10% and ﬁgure out a
positive strategy to achieve it.
By the time that you read this, we will have taken part in Wings over
Wairarapa. Providing that it doesn’t get rained oﬀ as it was two years
ago, we have a group of two dozen members providing static displays,
demonstrations and interactive activities for the general public. On the
ﬁrst day, we are programmed to be a stand on a circuit of 6000 school
children doing their STEM studies. It should be hectic. The display
includes Control line ﬂying demonstrations, Discus glider
demonstrations, running the full-size Rolls Royce Viper Jet engine
restored by Rene Redmond, Scale Helicopter ﬂying, Multi rotors from
500gm to 35kg and two Flight simulators. The stand is deliberately
slanted towards activities that we hope will capture the imagination of
the youthful audience and lead to membership enquiries. We have
work to do to ensure that a seed of interest can be nurtured into lifetime
membership of MFNZ.
Now is the time to renew your membership. MFNZ Fees are:
Senior $88 Family $93 Junior $25
Please respond quickly to your clubs’ renewal notices.

External Aﬀairs

Governments around the world are adapting to the widespread use of
drones at diﬀering speeds. In the USA, they rushed in a drone
registration programme, then suspended it, then reintroduced it and
are now relaxing it as they get to understand the technology and the
capabilities. In the news we have seen massive disruption at a
Heathrow and Gatwick airports with no discernible outcome. An
alleged drone sighting is enough to bring operations to a halt. At

MEMBERSHIP
Why Join or Renew ?
Get all this for
24 cents per day!

Gatwick, a couple were arrested on the grounds that they live near to
the airport and he’d put a picture of a helicopter on Facebook. At
Heathrow, a man was ﬁned heavily for ﬂying in a nearby park and not
realising that the new law now put the park which he used previously, in
an exclusion zone. Closer to home in Australia, CASA are bringing in
new regulations very soon which will have a big impact. They include
registration of model aircraft and pilots as well as conﬁning model
aircraft ﬂying to CASA approved ﬂying sites. How these rules will apply
to visiting ﬂyers taking part in Trans-Tasman competitions, we have yet
to discover. The mere thought of having to register each newly built
plane with the government and report its’ demise so that it is removed
from the National database makes one shudder.
The New Zealand work on new regulations is being led by the Ministry
of Transport who are the leaders of a cross Government working group
that includes CAA, Airways and the Ministry of Business Innovation
and Employment. There is a clear focus on future unmanned aircraft
activities including ﬂying taxis, parcel delivery and crop spraying. The
mission of MFNZ is to ensure that the hobby is not damaged or sidelined by the process. We wrote to the Minister early in the New Year
and received an assurance that the progress would be measured, with
full engagement of the user community. We will be keeping a close as
possible to the process to ensure that our interests are protected.
There is a common theme in many countries that recognises that
model aircraft ﬂying is a safe pursuit and that organisations have rules
to make it so. One of the features of an organisation is a template for
ﬂying in a safe place which we refer to as a ﬂying site. We have a
register of ﬂying sites but it is not as comprehensive as it could be. We
are working on making the information widely available to clubs so that
you can check that your site is there. We already have, enshrined in
the 2015 regulations, a unique ability to ﬂy from our sites without
requiring the cumbersome permissions needed elsewhere.If our
Ministry looks to the CASA regulations and attempts to conﬁne model
aircraft ﬂying to approved sites, we need to make sure that our list is as
good as it can be. When we publish the list, please make sure that
everywhere that you ﬂy is recognised. It doesn’t have to be the clubs’
main ﬂying site but if you want to safeguard ﬂying there in future, get it
on the database. Under the Australian regulations, if you want to ﬂy
anywhere other than a CASA approved ﬂying site you will have to take
the government exam, pay a per model per year fee and comply with
their equipment speciﬁcations. Our task is twofold, we don’t want that
regulation here and as a backstop, we want the full scope of our ﬂying
sites recognised.
Please help to future proof the hobby by ensuring that we have a
strong membership and that our reasons are as strongly argued
as they can be.

MFNZ Insurance – Premier
cover from Vero including
$10 Million public liability.

Wings Achievement Scheme,
dedicated to improving
standards and Safety.

Every day of the year
working to protect and
enhance aeromodelling in
New Zealand.

Large Model Scheme,
recognised by CAA for safe
operation of models
up to100kg.

Members Website, the place
to go for all of your
aeromodelling information.

Model Flying World, 60
pages packed with
information about events
and projects.

There is strength in numbers, make sure that your club
is bigger and better in 2019.

www.modelflyingnz.org
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Club support for
organisation running and
developing your club.
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3D
It all started when I went and visited Dave Griﬃn in the cold South
Island and he showed me his new 3D printer toy-well I was hooked!
The model I have is a Tronxy X3A - there are many 3d Printers on the
market now at reasonable prices. This unit I brought oﬀ an overseas
vendor for approximately $300.00 US. It comes in a ﬂat pack and
doesn’t take too long to assemble - just like the old meccano set and it
came with all the bits. I just needed to order some ﬁlament which
available in many colours and types, I have been using PLA, costing
approx. $15.00 per roll. Once assembled Dave helped me hook it up to
my computer software settings wise. After this I had a few hiccups
getting it working but after a few frustrating hours I found it to be a faulty
“hot end” that’s “geek” for the thing that heats up and is the nozzle that
does the printing. Once I got it up and running you can download quite
few upgrades for your printer and print them out (all the orange bits on
my printer are some of the upgrades I have done so far).
There are a few websites with lots of designs that you can just
download and print, a ﬁne example is : https://www.thingiverse.com
there is already a lot there for RC aeroplanes such as control horns
and servo arms etc. In soaring we even have a thread on RC groups in
handlaunch for some 3D designs for bits and pieces.
I have also ﬁtted a camera which I access from my phone now so I can
check on how its printing from around the house. This was just a basic
camera with wiﬁ purchased from WISH for $20.00.
So the real reason I got into this was to learn to draw and design. Now
my printers going ﬁne I am into learning how to do this. Most have put
me on to a program called “Fusion 360” which has tutorials and I am
slowly trying to complete the courses. I am told by the best this takes
time to learn but it is interesting especially while it's been winter here
and too wet and cold in the cold wet Hawkes Bay. (I wish I lived in the
South Island) to go out and practice ﬂying so I can beat Peewee and
Joe.I have already used this to print ballast ﬁttings for the new snipe 2s
in NZ and Maxa sailplane tail boom protectors. All in all great fun and a
new learning curve for myself and I don’t consider myself anywhere
near a “geek” but however I do ﬂy model aeroplanes???? A big thanks
to Dave Griﬃn who helped me get into this. There is no doubt it’s the
future and its now at a reasonable price to get into for us modelers to
play with. I have heard that many in our fraternity are trying 3D printing,
don’t panic though it not the end of balsa yet! It will be interesting
seeing what develops in the near future.

Top to bottom:
Screenshot of the
computer connected.
Gaggle of soaring
trophies.
Snipe 2 ballast ﬁttings
Maxa tailboom
protectors.

Rowdy
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design, building & flying notes on a

BUDGET MARINE FLYING BOAT
PART II Malcolm Foster

Sponsons vs tip floats
In late 2015 I started making ﬂying boats to take advantage of the
beautiful coastal ﬂying conditions around Waiomu, on the Thames
coast. In an earlier article (Model Flying World February 2016) I gave
some details on the construction and ﬂying of my ﬁrst twin engine
model, of about 6 foot span, and having tip ﬂoats. Following the success of this model I
built a 4 engine wing of a bit over 6 foot span, again with tip ﬂoats. Then I built another hull
assembly to suit the new wing, also interchangeable with the original hull. Both of these
models have given hours of pleasure, and their lightweight depron and foam
construction ensures slow, majestic and remarkably realistic ﬂying. The 4 engine job
below has a higher tail assembly, and I have put some dihedral on the horizontal
stabiliser. This has assisted in keeping the tail dry, as my ﬁrst model was prone to getting
the tail feathers soaked, with consequent change in trim to being more tail heavy. Notice
thin aluminium spray deﬂector strips along the lower front hull, which keep the props
clear of spray.
In late 2018 I thought I would experiment with sponsons instead of tip ﬂoats, and see if
there were aerodynamic and/or hydrodynamic advantages to this arrangement. Like
many, I am inspired by Professor Dornier’s designs, which all feature sponsons - from
the venerable “Wal” and Do X to today’s “Seastar”, with futuristic stepped sponsons.
And back in my childhood I made a couple of free-ﬂight model ﬂying boats which relied
on sponsons or wide hull design for water stability. One was a cute little model from an
“Aeromodeller” plan called “Moses”, because it parted the waters. Another was my own
design, about 5 foot wingspan powered by an AM 15 diesel. Below is a drawing of it from
memory. Sheet balsa hull covered in Modelspan, and tissue-covered wings.

Another factor spurring my design ambitions last year was the fact that the original wing
for the ﬁrst ﬂying boat was suﬀering from 3 years of salt water deterioration. One motor
had given up the ghost after too many landings on rough water, and the problems were
diﬃcult to resolve. Also the ailerons had stiﬀened up due to the piano wire actuating rods
rusting - I had not slathered Vaseline in the plastic bearing tubes, which I was
determined to remedy with a new wing. So I ordered a couple more Hobbyking
“Donkeys” and 30 amp ESCs, and soldered up the twin connections, taking more care
with cleaning soldered joints and then waterprooﬁng them carefully. Same with the
aileron operating system - torque rod tubes ﬁlled with Vaseline, and the ends which
operate the ailerons ﬂattened and epoxied direct into the aileron, rather than moving in a
ﬂattened aluminium sheet bearing surface as I had done originally. (This had also
rusted and seized on the original) So I was aiming for more longevity with the lessons I
learned from my ﬁrst build.
I constructed the wing similarly to the original – carved polystyrene sheet panels
against a hard balsa spar, which was reinforced top and bottom with carbon ﬁbre tows
soaked on with ca. (before the spar got anywhere near the polystyrene, of course…)
And the spar was tapered towards the wingtips. Sheet balsa box structures ﬁrmly glued
to the wing spar held each engine, and the top cowling was the ubiquitous aluminium
sheet recycled from beer cans, and cowlings formed from polystyrene drinking cups.
The wing design is lightweight but strong enough for purpose - I haven’t had a wing
crumple in ﬂight yet, but I am also aiming for realistic large, slow manoeuvers, rather
than high-G stuﬀ. In the past, when I had a ﬂoat plane crash (into fresh water) I was
impressed with the strength of the wing when I went to break it up for disposal. The
carbon ﬁbre tows had made a light spar into a virtual “I-beam”. This is an alternative to
adding large heavy ply dihedral braces to the balsa spar.
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I made the ailerons longer in the new wing, as I am happy with a
sensitive roll response, and I felt the original could have been
improved in this respect. Another change was the omission of any
paper-based coverings on the wing. The original had PVAed on paper
over the leading edge, and also assisting with the aileron hinging. In
the new build I relied on running a strip of surgical tape around the
whole wing, and so far this is helping to keep hangar rash to a
minimum. The paper on the original wing has deteriorated over the 3
years of salt water exposure. The new wing started with rounded
wingtips, and a span of about 6 foot 6 inches, but I subsequently
trimmed 3 inches oﬀ each tip and added instead a polystyrene “tip
tank” which has proved excellent in the air, and helpful on the water in
gusty conditions. The new 2 engine wing ended up 2 ounces lighter
than the original wing. I have applied water-based clear polyurethane
sparingly on the tip tanks, and also the new sponsons, which have a
hard balsa spar connecting them through the fuselage, and otherwise
are just epoxied on to the hull of the original ﬂying boat. Everything is
faired in with lightweight spacﬁlla.
Aerodynamically, I think the sponson hull and no-tip-ﬂoat wing is more
eﬃcient, with a healthy glide ratio, but the sponsons are not as
eﬀective as tip ﬂoats on the water, and the length of the take-oﬀ run is
extended. I speculate that sponson designs were popular in the “olden
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New wing and sponson hull

New wing with rounded tips, before I trimmed it and added tip tanks

days” of free-ﬂight as the plane would always weathercock naturally
into the wind, and would not be at as much risk of upsetting in breezy
conditions as our current fully-controlled designs, which can be angled
across wind easily, with all the attendant risks. I have really learned a
lot from my venture into sponson vs tip ﬂoat seaplane design. I enjoy
the improved ﬂight characteristics of the sponsons, but the trade-oﬀ of
less water stability isn’t worth it, on balance. I will be building tip ﬂoat
designs exclusively from now on.

Model Flying World

Awards, Awards!
Model Flying New Zealand has three
discretionary awards that can be given for
services to the hobby.
They are:

a
Jonath

The Macdonald Memorial award – this is awarded by a
panel in response to nominations from these groups;
Macdonald Award Trustees, NZMAA Council, NZMAA
aﬃliated Club, Committees, and Special Interest Groups (SIG) of the
NZMAA. It is awarded once per year and the person selected hold the
trophy for a year. It has been around since 1954 been awarded 34
times. Full details can be found on the website. It is normally awarded
at the National Championships.
Hall of Fame – any number of members can be selected to receive this
award. It is awarded following submission of a citation to a panel made
up of ﬁve life members. Nominations should be submitted to the
Secretary by 30 October each year. The selected person or persons
have their citation posted on the MFNZ website.
Life Membership of MFNZ – is awarded by the members at the AGM,
normally held in July.
At the 71st National Championships in January, the Macdonald
Memorial Award was presented to Jonathan Shorer, the retiring
President of MFNZ and Brian Howser received the Hall of Fame
award.
Jonathan Shorer has been involved in the NZ Model community since
immigrating to New Zealand and for numerous years he has
volunteered his time and eﬀort for the beneﬁt of the Modelling
community. He has been with the Levin Model Aeroclub for a number of
years and very quickly popped his hand up to help on MFNZ Council as
an Area Representative for three years. While on council he started to
really get a grasp on the operation of the NZMAA and stood for
President. This is a demanding position and during his tenure as chair
he achieved and drove many things.
1. He has completely rewritten and reviewed many important
documents to modernise and standardise. A classic example would
have to be the new constitution and although for little thanks, he
spent many hours getting this past the post.
2. The MFNZ website is under constant review but this was but one of
his many targets over time to have all the NZMAA material available
to members in a legible form. This has been achieved.
3. As Manager the NZ Nationals in Carterton after assisting in the
management of the event for the ﬁrst year he achieved something no
one else had time to do in the last few years, namely moving the
Nationals to a new location in Matamata. This was a great success
with the best turnout for some time along with this modernising all the
scoring for competitions and accurate recording. He has now run
ﬁve Nationals in total and has developed a new bigger and better
recipe for the running of such an event.
Some of the changes he has introduced are:
a. Setting in place a fairer cost structure ensuring all SIG’s contributed
to the administrative costs of running their events.
b. Introduced a completely new recording system which has enabled
results to be entered electronically by the SIG’s. This has reduced the
administrative workload on the headquarters administration staﬀ.
c. An on-line registration system.
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4. While on council he has also turned up to events such as Warbirds
over Awatoto with a car and trailer full of gear such as simulators and
MFNZ brochures to meet and greet all the public and the MFNZ
fraternity. This has allowed him to meet large numbers of people
within our Hobby/sport.
5. One of his biggest accolades is also taking on all the countless hours
working with the CAA, FAI and many other large corporate bodies.
His work on behalf of the membership in this area has not been
recognised at this stage but has beneﬁted all of us twofold.
6. The other commitment he has made is to be team manager four
times for the very successful NZ F3K and F3J world championship
soaring teams organising all the travel, fundraising, uniforms,
schedules etc.
7. During his quiet time, he has also held drone racing and soaring
functions at his own residence and very much supported by Gill
Shorer his wife. It shows his devotion to the hobby.
8. He is now in the position of Secretary where he again is devoting
many hours continuing to modernise documents and procedures
and continuing his work with Regulative Bodies to ensure that the
rules regarding the operation of model of model aircraft activities are
not compromised.

Brian Howser

Brian exempliﬁes all the best elements of an aero modeller. He is
intelligent, inquiring and diplomatic.
Over many years he has put massive quantities of eﬀort, time and not a
little money into this Sport. He and Helen have also been generous
hosts to many local and international competitors.
He’s been a member and worker of the Hamilton and New Plymouth
Clubs since the late 1960s, fulﬁlling many roles but more importantly
lending a hand when needed without being asked.
He has assisted in developing the skills of many modellers with
knowledge, advice, training and example.
He has been a great organiser as well as competitor.
He has developed models, engines, systems and propellers.
His building and ﬁnishing has always been to the highest standards,
whether it’s an international contest model or a casual ﬂying tool box.

Mostly he has been a great ambassador for New Zealand
Aeromodelling both locally and internationally, he deserves our
recognition.

Summary
If you think that one of our members deserves recognition,
please take the time to look at the website and put together
a nomination.
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AND THERE’S

Jonathan
Shorer

MORE!

It seems that Greenley building may be
addictive. They are a nice design to build.
The wing ribs are virtually the only curved
shapes to cut out and so the build goes
quickly. The next one took me about a month
from inspiration to aviation. It was triggered
by my last photograph of the 104 inch and
the 72 inch together prompting a comment
that I’d started a breeding programme so
clearly, the next one had to be smaller. I
settled on a 52 inch wingspan so “half scale”.
I kept the exact layout, just smaller wood
sizes and thicknesses. I changed down to a
single wing dowel but kept the same number of servos (8) as
the big one. I’m sure that the ﬂaps aren’t required but I had
fun with some extreme throw hinges and can have 90
degrees of down ﬂap. I thought putting them down might be
like running into a wall but it seems to ﬂy OK with full ﬂap and
trying “Tundra” landings is a hoot. It works better with a
headwind but trying to drop it on the spot with minimal
forward motion can take up a whole ﬂying session. I’m using
an SK3 4240 motor from Turnigy and a 60 amp Plush ESC
on a 13x8 prop. A four cell 4000 battery provides the amps
for plenty of ﬂight time. I haven’t tried towing yet but it should
cope with smallish planes. And before you ask, the
syndrome hasn’t worked itself out yet and the “quarter scale”
plan is on the workbench to create the tiny version. Beware
of repetitive Greenley disease it may be contagious.
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Models by Hangar 9, Topﬂite, Great Planes, Blackhorse
Models, Maxford USA, Ripmax, Graupner, Premier Aviation,
Sebart, Seagull, Legacy Aviation & TopModel CZ
Land & Float Planes, Gas, Glow & Electric

-

Powerbox, Futaba, Spectrum, Emcotec, Savox, Hitec,
Multiplex & DualSky

-

Saito, Evolution, DLE, Planet Hobby, Rimﬁre & EFlite
Xoar, Metts, Beila & Miracle

-

Robart, Eﬂite & MBL
Warbird Pilots & Unilight Systems

-

Proxxon, MP Jet, Sullivan, Dubro & much more…

-

TopModel, Rcxel & AeroTech

-

Zap, Great Planes, Monokote, Ultacote & Covertex

TM
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New Zealand

On a recent holiday in New Zealand, I was able to visit the ﬂying ﬁeld of
the Far North RC Fliers at Kaikohe Airport. The contact (organised by
my sister after seeing a small ad in a weekly paper advertising a ﬂying
session) was a chap called Graham Knox. Following instructions
received from him by text, we made our way to Kaikohe Airport on
sunny Sunday morning – not as easy as it sounded because on ﬁrst
appearance it all looked a bit derelict and the entry point wasn’t
obvious to us. However, we eventually got to the patch and were
welcomed by Graham and four other model ﬂyers.

Greg took his electric low-winger plane out to the strip, and told me it’s
history – the biggest change was the ﬁtting of retracts because he likes
the look of it with the wheels tucked away while it’s in the air, but it also
had a gyro Rx in it set so that if he switched it on, the plane would go
straight and level hands oﬀ. This setting also deadened the aileron and
elevator response a bit. Greg got it into the air and three mistakes high,
then unclipped his Tx and handed it over. I did a couple of circuits, and
found it a little more diﬃcult than I had expected with the aileron
response somewhat dead. Greg then switched the gyro oﬀ, and it
immediately suited me better. I did a few big circuits, tightened up into a
couple of ﬁgure eights, then tried a roll – a bit wobbly on the exit. “Try it a
bit faster.” Greg suggested, so faster it was and the exit was nice and
straight and level. A couple of big loops followed, then a reversal or two,
then my nerves gave out and I handed the box back to its owner who
did a couple more circuits and landed. Relief all round!.

Kaikohe is an emergency landing ﬁeld used by a few private plane
owners, a couple of gliders and the modelling club. It is a big ﬂat
expanse of short grass with their patch at one end out of the way of
what little full size activity there is. The strip is about 100 x 25 metres of
short mown grass, of billiard table smoothness – absolutely beautiful to
see. The nearest trees were behind the pit area, and the next nearest
were 300 or so metres away in front – lots of clear ﬂying space. We had
That about completed the visit as the chaps were packing up to go
a brief chat on the type of models they ﬂy (everything, just like us) then I
home for lunch. It had been very convivial, and had I not got a bit lost on
went to stand by Graham’s shoulder while he ﬂew. His plane was an
the entry we could have had a lot more chat, but I came away
electric powered foamy scale aerobatic ship (shame on me – I forgot to
comfortable in the knowledge that aeromodelling is the same all over.
ask exactly what it is!) of about 48” or so with a sizeable 4cell LiPo and
a 3-bladed prop. We waited while Greg, another member, got clear,
My thanks to the Far north RC Fliers for the invitation and the visit.
then Graham was away. There’s plenty of room for big circuits and
manoeuvres, and Graham used it all. In conversation while ﬂying it
Toni Reynaud
turned out he either wrote or helped to write
the New Zealand equivalent of our A, B and C
achievement tests, which was a fair task.
Greg ﬁnished his ﬂight and landed, then
Graham followed suit. After more chatting in
the pits, Graham oﬀered to put his plane back
in the air and let me have a go on the sticks.
Unfortunately his plane misbehaved – every
time he ﬁtted the safety plug, he got all the
right beeps from the ESC, the controls all
waggled, then all went dead, twice in a row!
Slightly disappointing, but also a bit of a relief.
After all, it’s not nice to accept a ﬂight then
bend someone else’s plane. However, Greg
came out with his again and oﬀered to let me
have a go, and as it looked very similar to the
Travelair I ﬂy at Thorney, I was a little more
relaxed about it. His Tx is a new model of
some sort, small and square and yellow and
very light, somewhat diﬀerent to the
Spektrums, Futabas and JRs we are all used
Above: The Far North RC Fliers in the pit area. I had a go with the white plane on the rest.
to.
Below: Annette & Greg chatting with the strip in the background. Graham’s plane to the left.
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SUCCESS

IN NDC

or how we went
from being no-one to being No.One
Rex Ashwell

MAMS Tuamarina ﬂying ﬁeld

I’m a member of the Marlborough Associated Modellers Society
(MAMS) and unlike most MFNZ members my ﬂying activities are
carried out under the auspices of the ﬂying branch of a larger
organisation. Originating as a marriage of the local model aero
and model engineering clubs in the early 1960s, MAMS has a
boating section, a ﬂying section and a model engineering
section, with members active in any or all of these areas.
The club is particularly strong in model engineering, based on a
comprehensive railway layout with many ﬁne steam locomotives,
beloved by kids of all ages. In past years MAMS was well known for
pioneering r/c boat racing in NZ, holding the country’s ﬁrst large
regattas on Queen’s Birthday Weekends, which attracted entries from
all over the NZ and big crowds of spectators. We also ran the ﬁrst r/c
cars in the country on what was certainly one of the ﬁrst purpose built
tracks in the World and once again had many entries from outside the
area to our Grand Prix events. The 3.5 cc glow motors with minimal
muﬄers drew spectators from all over the town for races, which netted
great returns for the club by way of train rides. Noise control would shut
us down in seconds if that kind of thing was tried these days!
So this is an organisation with a history of ﬁrsts on the NZ modelling
scene, although the big regattas have long gone, as has the car track we do have a ﬂying ﬁeld though, with a good grass strip and a 1000 foot
height allowance, courtesy of an established CAA danger zone.
MAMS is my second club in the seven years since I started ﬂying.
Having gone through the usual diﬃculties that a retiree has in learning
to ﬂy I became interested in soaring and, under the inﬂuence of Allan
Knox, I started ﬂying NDC soaring events with a small group of like
minded individuals from both local clubs. When Allan moved to
Wellington we continued with these activities, but eventually it became
obvious that the established members of my club were less than
interested in fostering either gliders or competition of any kind and the
situation eventually became untenable, so I joined MAMS along with a
few others.
There we were welcomed as new members and we set about
establishing ourselves. As it happened there were others interested in
soaring and we quickly built a small group of “glider guiders”. The
club’s ﬂying days were Sunday, Tuesday and Thursday so, to minimise
any conﬂict with the power ﬂyers, we decided to concentrate on
Saturday and Wednesday as soaring days. The ﬁeld at Tuamarina is
quite small, too small for a winch and marginal for a bungee, so we
concentrated on electric gliders with models like the Radian quickly
becoming popular, along with a variety of others mainly around 2 metre
wingspan. This was mid 2017 and those of us who had changed clubs
were still registered to the old club and continued to forward results
under that registration, so while a couple of us ﬂew several events our
scores were not recorded against MAMS.
What we did achieve that year was to introduce a number of other
people to the concept of ﬂying ALES competition. There were a few
problems to overcome - no-one had ALES switches so I bought
several and loaned them as required. There weren’t many
stopwatches so Phil Elvy and I passed our talking timers around and
showed people how to use them. We had a couple of meetings at the
clubhouse to talk about equipment and setting up their models. I sent
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Discussing tactics before the start of an NDC event at Tuamarina

Trev Faulkner launching his Radian on a nice winter morning - timekeeper
is Carl McMillan

One of Garry Morgan’s scratch built designs. This is an early version,
about 3 metre wingspan
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out e-mails advising when we were holding an event and gradually all
this started to result in guys turning up on Saturdays with competing in
mind.
Some just wanted to watch the rest of us and then ﬂy on their own and
we cajoled them to have a go at posting a time. I noticed that the spot
landing really bothered a few and they were reluctant to join in because
of that, so “don’t worry about the landing, just do your ﬂight and we’ll
time you” became the instruction. There is a competition called X5J
which allows you to restart the motor (only the glide is timed) but if you
do that you can’t score landing points. That is a good beginners
competition because most of the time the spot landing is not required
and, since most restart their motor and ﬂy out the 10 minute target time,
scores are quite close at the end and no-one gets trounced. Slowly
people started to improve, some even learnt the rules, and for those of
us doing the organising things looked promising. We accentuated to
those who were still a little reluctant that they would be scoring points
for their club and most responded well to that.
Come 2018 and we had almost a dozen pilots of varying skill levels,
some of whom were not MFNZ members so could not post scores.
MAMS has their own insurance coverage so many (at the time, most)
of the ﬂyers elected to save the cost of registration and not join MFNZ.
Since then we have encouraged people to join which has brought a few
more into the MFNZ fold and allowed them to contribute their scores.
We did a bulk buy on ALES switches and a few people bought stop
watches or talking timers to match their increasing skills as
timekeepers and many equipped themselves with the ubiquitous
Radian. It doesn’t look like much but the Radian is (was) cheap,
rugged, easy to ﬂy, performs remarkably well and is eligible for all the
NDC electric events - that model is largely responsible for our success
in building the soaring group.
It was a slow start to the season with a few still not registered, the odd
reluctant debutant and some very mixed weather, but we kept posting
scores and gradually the numbers started to rise and the results
started to get better. We weren’t concerned about how we were doing
against the rest of the country because we couldn’t see anyone else’s
scores, but we were having a lot of fun amongst ourselves and there
were no certainties as to who would win on any given day. Turnouts
were encouraging and, although a couple fell by the wayside, we
frequently had 8 or 9 competitors present which made for a lot of
friendly banter, but also plenty of assistance and advice for anyone that
needed it. This is a group that turns up to ﬂy, we are not one of those
coﬀee clubs that are so common now.
It wasn’t long before a few more capable models started to appear,
although Radians are still the mainstay and tend to be everyone’s

windy day model when low level turbulence makes landings risky.
Gorilla glue repairs are easy on foam models and if it’s really a write-oﬀ
just buy a new one from the local model shop on the way home - at least
that was the thinking until Horizon Hobbies changed the rules and
cheap Radians became a thing of the past. Garry Morgan has
designed and built a series of models with paper covered foam wings
which have become very hard to beat and a number of modern
composite designs are starting to ﬁnd their way into local hands as the
level of competition starts to rise. Fortunately ALES Radian remains
on the NDC calendar so anyone with a 2 metre foam glider has a
competition where everyone is on an equal footing with inexpensive
models - long may that continue.
So, how did we do in 2018? Part way through the year Allan Knox took
over the Recording Oﬃcer position and we regularly e-mailed our
respective club’s scores to one another, which gave us the added
incentive of trying to top Wellington’s totals in soaring events. The
guys responded well and there were not many events that didn’t see
the club posting very competitive scores. This is not a group with vast
r/c soaring experience and most of us are grandfathers so we don’t
have youth on our side either, but by consistently ﬂying the events we
not only topped the soaring stakes but ﬁnished the season as winners
of the overall club title. Along the way there was a NZ record in ALES
123 so it’s been an excellent year for the new kids on the block and we
are all quite proud of our achievement.
Soaring is clearly not for everyone. Some people abhor it, but for many
it provides a challenge that is very diﬀerent from power ﬂying and a
level of satisfaction that’s not so easy to achieve with other forms of
model ﬂying. The skills required go well beyond simply guiding the
model and it’s certainly not as easy as it looks. You quickly realise that
you need to learn a lot about lift and sink and how your model reacts to
it, or it isn’t going to stay up very long. Unlike many power ﬂyers,
soaring pilots are constantly trying to get more from the model and
soon learn about their transmitter's capabilities and the advantages of
various mixes and ﬂight modes. Competition stimulates the desire to
improve and most kiwis have been competitive sports people at some
time in their lives, so it doesn’t take long before questions are asked of
more experienced members, models get adjustments and
modiﬁcations start to appear as people strive to improve their
performance - and it works, all of our group are better ﬂyers than we
were at the start of the year and we are looking forward to another
soaring year.
Apparently there were whispers at the Nationals of other clubs
responding and taking NDC more seriously in 2019, so it seems we’ve
rattled a few cages out there. Bring it on I say, we’re up for the
challenge!
Rex Ashwell

LARGE
LARGE MODEL EVENTS
Highbrook
Aeromodellers

30th
30th &
& 31st
31st March
March 2019
2019

Greg
GregPriest
Priest gpriestnz@gmail.com
gprientnz@gmail.com

Matamata-Piako
Waharoa AGM
5th
5th &
& 6th
6th May
May 2019
2019

Graham Loveridge loveridgef@xtra.co.nz
Non- members and turbine powered
aircraft are welcome.
Event Fees are:
Members $10 Non-members $20.
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Murray Irvine

all you need to get your own course off the ground
Conversations at our ﬂying ﬁeld often
echo those I’ve recently read in MFW;
such as “why aren’t there more younger
people ﬂying?”, “why aren’t there more
new members joining?”, and these are
followed by the usual kicker “what are
‘they’ doing about it?” Whilst we’d all like
to see our sport ﬂourish and membership
increase, I’m afraid that wishful thinking
doesn’t hack it. Like most things bigger
than a molehill you need to think about a
goal, a strategy, and then a method to
make it happen. With this in mind I
thought I’d share my recent experiences
here in Nelson and hope that it might
inspire you to be one of the ‘them’ to try
something similar.
The Goal:
I spent some time thinking about my
goal – what did I want to achieve?
What did I want to oﬀer people?
When I started my RC journey there seemed to be so many
decisions to make let alone trying to get to grips with the diﬃcult
task of learning to ﬂy. I made some bad choices and had regular
disappointments, and at times I wondered why I was bothering. I
decided that my goal was to make starting out easier for beginners
and provide a pathway to get them from “I might like to try that”
through to completing their ﬁrst ﬂight. So the theme I developed
was “don’t make the same mistakes I made, here’s all you need to
know to get your ﬁrst RC plane in the air”. The goal would be
focused on getting the right equipment, buying the right trainer, and
preparing and completing a successful ﬁrst ﬂight.
The Strategy:
To give people the information to get them underway my strategy
was to hold a structured course with a clear set of topics and
timeline. Our local high school in Nelson runs an adult education
evening program, and I thought that this could be used as a vehicle
to help me – it would be great if I could use them to market the
course and provide a venue.
The Method:
I designed a course around 3 sessions; 2 classroom sessions
(which included the hands-on use of a simulator), and a practical
session where they could all have a go ﬂying a dual control Bix
trainer at our club strip.
So I had my goal, a strategy to deliver it, and a method to put into action
– now it was time to see what would happen.
I wrote to the school co-ordinator outlining what I had in mind and they
were keen to add it to the program. I had no idea how it would be
received, but you’ve got to ‘give it a go’. The course was advertised for
term 1 and we only got 3 enrolments, this wasn’t enough for the school
so the course was cancelled. Disappointing, but what was I expecting?
We agreed to try again the following term. My hopes weren’t high and I
was astounded when they contacted me and said that the course was
fully booked with 10 enrolments – wow – what a result. Now I had to
deliver! I quickly ﬁnished the course material together and was ready
to start.

Class number 1 - happy after their ﬁrst ﬂights

sessions were invaluable, not only to explain ﬂying practicalities, but
also to give people a realistic feel for the controls and what they did.
Projecting the simulator screen up onto the wall and pausing it in
various places was very useful and made it easy to show and explain
things.
The practical session also went well. We had two trainers available
(owned by club members) and a choice of a mode 1 or mode 2
transmitter. I was joined by Doug and Phil from the club who ran one of
the trainers and kept the ﬂights running smoothly.
The level and skill of the students varied, some were more conﬁdent
and picked up the basic skills quickly, while others struggled. It was
interesting to observe the diﬀerences and reﬂect on it after the course
was wrapped up.
All the students ﬁnished and enjoyed the course and I had achieved my
goal of giving people a pathway to get them started in RC. Hopefully it
sparked their enthusiasm and gave them what they needed to decide
what to do next and perhaps join a club.
The course provides a starting point and a platform that can be built
upon; spinoﬀ ideas included running a father-and-son course, or
promoting a course through local advertising and social media. It all
takes time but is easier once the platform is in place. If anyone wants
the course material feel free to contact me at
rcﬂyingplane@outlook.com . You can chop and change the content to
suit your own goals and themes. Give it a go, you’ll not only ﬁnd it
personally rewarding but you will also provide an opportunity to
someone else to fulﬁl their own goals and get involved with RC planes.

I turned up on the ﬁrst evening with a box of equipment, got set-up, and
waited as people started to arrive. Here we go!
Having a motivated group of students helped and the classroom
sessions went well. The content seemed to match the student’s
expectations and brought out the right type of questions. The simulator
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reasonably constant ﬂying to get the model/motor/prop combination to
a reasonable trim and to settle into some serious practise. So I have
good equipment set up moderately……on that basis I am appropriately
equipped.
I have noted previously that for the last 6 months every weekend ..if it
has been ﬂyable I have been practising. Loren Nell has been helping
me (thanks Loren) – everything from critiquing to making propellers.
We left NZ in late June and headed to Vancouver (we were positively
sidetracked with a family wedding and I now have a wonderful new
daughter-in-law Caitlin….but back to the WC’s)…while we were in
Vancouver I met up and ﬂew with two Canadian ﬂiers Alan Resigner
and Chris Cox …they welcomed my in and allowed me to use the ﬂying
site in Vancouver….Alan was kind enough to provide great critiquing of
my practise ﬂying…new friendships made ….these are great guys and
with two of my sons now in Canada I imagine I will see them again (as a
side note Chris headed for the US Nats where he placed in the top 5 of
the open class …A really big achievement)
From there we travelled to Frankfurt and I drove through to Landres
while Karen went to see the Psilyia and Remi Beringer in the south of
France…..It was actually quite a lonely drive.

As I am sitting in a Gite (French Holiday home) in the tiny village of Les
Baroaches I ﬁnd myself reﬂecting on the WC just ﬁnished and my own
performance and why we actually compete.
It has been a great trip full of learning the renewal of old friendships
and the starting new ones…..and the ﬂying has been not too bad as
well.
So how do you start a story like this….the reality is that it pretty much
started straight after the Perth WC in May 2016….after that world
champs I really decided that the equipment I was using (my Skydancer
models) was not up to international standards – I could ﬂy OK (sort of)
but my gear was not helping me…..so I bit the bullet and ordered a
Yatsenko Gee Bee – these models are not just ordered and delivered –
there is typically an 18 month waiting list ….net result of this is that in
spring 2017 I received the Gee Bee …..but as it was running so late I
had also ordered a Yatsenko Shark (made by Andry Yatsenko). The
Gee Bee I really never managed to make work well – there were some
issues with stability that I could not sort out….and In practising with it I
managed to damage the model badly…….fortunately the Shark was
due in February this year. The Shark is a really good model it is top
class….but like any model it needs setting up…..It took 6 weeks of

The world champs is busy…it is often confusing….communication can
by poor …practise sites can be “challenging” or not existent. To give a
sense of scale this World Champs covered 4 classes with 385
competitors and 45 diﬀerent nations ﬂying. At a competition like this
you rely on your teammates and supporters
And so to the ﬂying
Flying at a world champs level is tough….very tough …it is brutal on
any mistakes and measures you against your peers at an international
level.
F2B qualifying is ﬂown over 4 days over two circles with the best ﬂight
from each circle counting.
Overall the weather was kind but there were plenty of wind movement
during the day (and the ﬂight!!)
My ﬁrst two ﬂights I was badly aﬀected by thermal activity with over half
of each ﬂight being ﬂown with the wind in my face….only the ﬂying
Shark allowed me to complete full patterns.
Did I say it was tough at this level – my ﬁrst ﬂight I scored 908 (in NZ I
normally score in the early 1000’s)…….it was an Ok ﬂight but badly
aﬀected by the wind shifts……..still there was always tomorrow. Day 2
saw me ﬂy on the hard circle….I carefully watched the wind for three
ﬂights before and picked it wrong! Suﬃce to say another adequate
ﬂight but I landed thinking what a train wreck of a ﬂight….my
teammates and supporters reported seeing an
Ok ﬂight……929…still a long way oﬀ a good
ﬂight. Day 3 & 4 are the telling times …your best
ﬂights count ..so its either improve or drop down
the list. Day 3 on the grass I managed a better
piece of air and a better ﬂights …still room to
improve (I do remember in the square 8’s
hearing Loren Nell in one ear telling me to turn
early and Alan Resinger in the other telling me
to stretch the inside square….is that called
hearing voices)….reasonably satisﬁed 944.
Day 4 was a better day (only 3 days late….) and
I headed to the circle determined to
improve……I think I was the most focused I can
remember being for a ﬂight….I had reasonable
air, the take oﬀ was clean and I went into “the
zone”……you could have dropped a bombshell
and I would not of heard it…there was only the
model and me….I was aware of the judges
location and I could hear noise from the speed
Top:
The opening – so many countries….the
colour…the atmosphere…the hopes
Left:
Not often do you represent your country and walk
behind the ﬂag
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circle…any way I ﬁnished the ﬂight thing that I had improved and
managed to score 980……fair to say I was pleased.
So I improved in each ﬂight….my position went from 43rd -> 39th ->
38th ->33rd. This is my highest placing at the worlds….it would have
been nice to be higher but slightly above me and slightly below me
there were some talented ﬂiers. Nice to be better …but deﬁnitely room
to improve.
There is more to come from the model….I will be looking for tighter
turns and cleaner bottoms….there is plenty more to come from the
pilot…the small amount of coaching received improved my ﬂying
substantially…. (Thanks Loren N & Alan R)
And the F2B crew
One of the highlights for me at this world champs has been the support
from the F2B crew within the NZ team….I was always able to rely on
them and never had to think about it
It was Daniel Munro’s ﬁrst world champs – he did OK and found out
how hard it is at this level….but he lapped up the atmosphere….ﬂew
reasonably ….met lots of people and was a great representative of NZ.
Daniel was always there when we needed help….well done mate a
great ﬁrst world champs
Chloe (Daniels sister) was always there for us as well…a constant
gentle support. Rob Wallace was the team manager – thanks for
support (it was so good to be able to concentrate on ﬂying without
worrying about doing team manager as well).
And my wife Karen – her support has been constant ……funny how I
improved after Karen arrived on site!
Random thoughts
I’ve often found myself reﬂecting …is this a hobby or a sport – as I
watched the ﬁnals of F2B I marvelled at the skill levels the hand eye coordination, the timing, the presentation, the body placement….there is
no doubt that this is a sport.
That there is something about representing your country that is very
special…..to wear the uniform to march behind the ﬂag…it is
special….not many people get to experience that
It was noted at the opening that there were 45 nations competing….up
from 29 at the ﬁrst world championships. It was great to see Iran and
Cuba compete for the ﬁrst time (I think)
There is heartbreak – I saw some of my teammates badly
downhearted after what were good performances but not quite to the
level they wanted…..it is a tough game
While this is not a report on the team activity – I am proud of the NZ
team eﬀort – overall every team member acquitted themselves well.
Doug Palmers 7th in F2D (combat) was a great performance.
After the world champs Karen & I spent 2 days exploring Verdun and
seeing the records of 300,000+ young men killed and similar number
wounded …over less than 10 kms of land…….I think that having
nations “playing together in the sun(like at the WC’s) ” ,ultimately in a
tiny way, provides some positive impact to global politics
Postscript
It is now a week after we arrived back in NZ…it is wet and cold ……my
model was delayed in London and arrived back with a damaged
travelling case and the model with some cosmetic damage……Life is
back to “normal. As Karen and I were out walking to morning we were
talking about Poland in 2020…. and life allowing we will be there….it is
always the acid test…..now I better concentrate on making the team
again….

Kevin Barnes

Top:
Dan Munro and Barry Robinson(GBR)…..new friends made
Left:
Flight 1 on grass circle – heading into the wingover (at least its straight!!!)
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F1H RECORD
Antony Koerbin

A few years back I bought a modern F1H (A/1) from Lee Hines when I
was at the Lost Hills Free Flight competitions in California. Lee had
sadly got to the point where he was having to give up Free Flight
gliders due to advancing age and unfortunately damaged the model on
probably what was his last bit of circle towing.
The model itself was designed and built by Mikhail Kosonoskin who is
one of the best F1A glider ﬂyers in the world. Its full carbon wing
construction and has a single servo with electronic timer allowing bunt
launch and VIT (some up elevator) for circle towing. After a new boom
as well as tailplane and wing repairs I started ﬂying it and found it an
absolute delight – easy to tow and capable of ﬂying well in quite windy
conditions.
I managed to break the existing record in F1H free ﬂight glider on 17th
November. We go to Rayner’s Farm in Carterton about once or twice a
month for Team Trials, NDC or just sport Free Flight. The others were
all busy trying to up their Trials positions for next year’s Free Flight
World Championships in California but as I’m not going I decided to ﬂy
F1H NDC.
Conditions early on were perfect – light wind and light thermals. I
nearly dropped a ﬂight early on when I did a bad launch and forgot that
this model doesn’t have a re-latching hook. With those you just back oﬀ
and after a couple of seconds the hook closes so you can just go
around again. Not this time! – the model bunted down to about 25
metres height before pulling out. It didn’t matter as the lift was good
and oﬀ she went. I did the 5 maxes and thought I might as well just keep
going for the record until I dropped a ﬂight. The westerly had come up
so I decided not to circle tow but just pick lift from the ground and
launch immediately. In the past we would just wait for a lull as a thermal
came and launch on the wind inﬁll as it left. Now technology is helping
(usually) – an upwind weather station indicates a likely thermal when
temperature is up and wind is down. I managed the three and four
minutes but alas went too early for the next ﬂight and that was that. I
was delighted to ﬁnd out later that I had broken the previous record
held by Rob Wallace when he convincingly won F1H at Lost Hills a few
years ago.
Many thanks to my timekeepers, Paul Squires and Connie Gray

Top:
The model
Far right:
Thermal detector from Joni Segev
Israel (wind and temperature
sensors sending Bluetooth to
tablet)
Right:
Screen display - wind at the top
temperature at the bottom –
temperature up and wind down
(six minutes ago) is the thermal….
though it’s not always quite that
simple.
Right bottom:
The workings – electronic timer
(Black Magic from Roger Morrell),
one servo for tailplane – allows up
elevator for towing, bunt launch
and Radio DT, Russian circle tow
hook.
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Wellington
Wellington Model
Model Aero
Aero Club
Club

FUNFLY
March 8th-10th

WMAC Flying Field
Trentham
Seddon Rifle Range
Upper Hutt,
Wellington

2019

Three
Three flight
flight lines
lines
Decent
Decent BBQ
BBQ lunch,
lunch, and
and the
the potential
potential of
of
seeing
seeing people
people fly
fly (crash)
(crash) their
their heli
heli :)
:)
Planning
Planning various
various events
events such
such as
as sheep
sheep
herding,
auto
contest
maybe
even
herding, auto contest - maybe even a
a
drag
drag race!
race!
There'll
There'll be
be at
at least
least one
one generator
generator
(2500kva).
(2500kva).
$20
$20 fee
fee for
for pilots,
pilots, $10
$10 all
all others
others (helps
(helps
cover
cover lunch).
lunch).

Lets
Lets Get
Get Ready
Ready To
To Rumble
Rumble

START YOUR ENGINES

Jet & Scale/Sport Planes
Combined Event
April 25th~28th 2019
Entrance off Creyke Rd
Darfield
over the railway line

On site
March 2019

Food & drink
Toilet facilities

Hot showers
Over-night stay

Contact details:
Dave 027 602 4302
President McLeans Island Model Aero Club
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MFNZ Large Model Certification

All Cat 1, 2 & 3 aircraft must comply with the MFNZ Large Model Code of Practice (LMCOP) available to
view on the MFNZ website or by contacting the Large Model Co-ordinator,

Handy links to MFNZ LM information as follow:
LM webpage
http://www.modelﬂyingnz.org/sigs/largemodel.html
LMCOP
http://www.modelﬂyingnz.org/sigs/largemodel/LMCodeofPractice.pdf
Part 102 info
http://www.modelﬂyingnz.org/archives.html
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Kevin Botherway watches his hanger
rat during indoor competition.
Lesley watches her model during
trimming ﬂights.

Close up of the hanger
rat model during ﬂight

Andrew Robinson timing an
oﬃcial ﬂight.

Close up of the hanger
rat model during ﬂight
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F3B distance task John Shaw
calling Andrew Stiver and Kevin
Botherway calling Andrew Myer

Andrew
Andrew Myer
Myer during
during F5J
F5J with
with one
one of
of the
the 33 new
new Plus
Plus
Models
Models

Andrew Stiver landing with Andrew
Hiscock timming

Winch line
launching
for F3B
Joe Wurts launching Andrew Myer
during F3B
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Peter Williams self launching on the winch
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Above:
John Danks ﬂies pylon with a Dominator by BBR. It spans 1.8metre
and is powered by a MB40 glow motor running at 33,000rpm. John
uses a JR XG11 transmitter to control the model which is capable
of around 350kph.
Top right:
James Farrow of Kapiti 3D campaigns his Yak 54. This 2.6 metre
span model is powered by a Desert Aircraft 120cc petrol motor and
uses Futaba T18SZ radio. It is a fully composite aircraft from
Hangar 9
Right:
This Lavochkin LA7 belonging to Mike Briggs comes from an all
composite Scale Wings kit. It is powered by the aching beautiful
Moki 5 cylinder radial 4 stroke Petrol motor and turns a 32 x 12
propeller. The 2.8 metre span model weighs 20kg and is registered
as a Cat 1 Large model. It has a JR 14X radio and 11 servos with air
retracts. The smoke system is by Holy
Smoke and the on board electrics managed
by a Powerbox system supplied by 3 x
4000mah lipo batteries.
Bottom right:
John Sutherland ﬂies a Slingshot 1.5metre
span pylon racer powered by a Nelson 40
turning a 8.75 x 8 APC narrow propeller at
up to 23,500 rpm. John use a JR XG14 and
ﬂies the plane at 290kph.

Adam Butler with his Extra 260. The
Wingspan is 3 metres and the power a
Desert Aircraft 170cc ﬂat twin petrol
engine. Guided by Futaba 16SZ radio,
this aircraft was designed and built by
Frazer Briggs for the Tournament of
Champions competition in USA.
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Steve Warner takes time out from managing the Nationals to ﬂy his Joe
Wurts designed Snipe 1. Like grandfathers axe it is an original model with
a replacement wing and fuselage. Powered by Steve’s trusty right arm and
guided by an FrSky Taranis X7 transmitter.

At the forefront of F5J
development, Rowdy
campaigns the latest Joe
Wurts designed “Plus”. This
3.7 metre glider has 7 servos
in the wing and drives the
rear mounted propeller
through a long extension
shaft on the motor. It uses a
650mah battery and Rowdy
uses a JRXG14 radio.

Top:
Richard Thompson with his Vladimir’s models Maxa. This is the “Windy”
version for ﬂying in strong conditions. It has extra reinforcement to
withstand full eﬀort launches. With a 4 Metres wingspan, it has a Hacker
A20 gearbox motor and 4S 1000mah battery. Richard uses Jeti Duplex
Radio and JR High voltage servos
Above:
Ernest Klein with his CX4 Concept. A discus launch glider for F3K
competition, it has Spectrum DX6 radio

Below:
Chris Wong competes with a Pegasus from
Extreme Composites. It has a wingspan of 2
metres. Powered by a Hacker Q80 14 XS motor
turning a Falcon 19 x 13.5 three blade propeller.
The plane was designed by Hajimi Hatta and has 2
x 5S 4800mah batteries. It is equipped with
Spectrum DX20 radio and all together cost around
$10,000.
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RESULTS

Free Flight

FAI Combined
1. Morrell, Roger
WMAC
2. Ackery, Dave
AFFC
3. Anderson, Rex
HMAC
4. Wallace, Robert
HBRF
P.30
1. Jackson, Dave
WRMA
2. Squires, Paul
FMFC
3. Lightfoot, Wayne
FMFC
4. Lovejoy, Graham
FMFC
5. Butcher, John
TKAU
6. Fisher, Kyla Jnr
TKAU
0. Ackery, Dave
AFFC
Indoor HLG
1. Jackson, Dave
WRMA
2. Ackery, Dave
AFFC
3. Wallace, Robert
HBRF
4. Barnes, Kevin
HMAC
5. Williams, Peter
WMAC
Hangar Rat
1. Jackson, Dave
WRMA
2. McGarvey, Bill
AUCK
3. Trillo, Keith
AUCK
4. Akiba, Yoichiro Jnr
IFLY
5. Palmer, Suetonia
CHCH
6. Williams, Peter
WMAC
7. Wurts, Joe
HBRF
8. Botherway, Kevin
HBRF
9. Jarvis,Cat
KAMC
10.Drabble, Len
WMAC
11.Mihaljevich-Groves, Flynn Jnr
KAMC
12. Shaw, John
HBRF
0. Hiscock, Andrew
HBRF
Open Rubber
1. Squires, Paul
FMFC
2. Gibson, Bryce
NOCL
3. Ackery, Dave `
AFFC
4. Fisher, Kyla Jnr
TKAU
0. Lightfoot, Wayne
FMFC
0. McGarvey, Bill
AUCK
0. Wallace, Robert
HBRF
Catapult launch Glider
1. Lovejoy, Graham
FMFC
2. Squires, Paul
FMFC
3. Jackson, Dave
WRMA
4. Robinson, Don
NPMA
5. Barnes, Kevin
HMAC
6. Ackery, Dave
AFFC
7. Robinson, Andrew
NPMA
8. Webby, Tawhai Jnr
WRMA
9. Jarvis,Cat
KAMC
10. Mihaljevich-Groves, Flynn Jnr
KAMC
11. Corﬁeld, Phil
DNMA
0. Gush, David
TKAU
0. Baker, Allan
MBAM
0. Warner, Daniel Jnr
WKMA
0. Warner, Josh Jnr
WKMA
0. Wallace, Robert
HBRF
0. Butcher, John
TKAU
0. Fisher, Kyla
TKAU
0. Gibson, Bryce
NOCL
0. McGarvey, Bill
AUCK
Hand Launch Glider
1. Jackson, Dave
WRMA
2. Lewis, Glen
NOCL
3. Barnes, Kevin
HMAC
4. Webby, Kim
WRMA
5. Webby, Tawhai Jnr
WRMA
6. Robinson, Andrew
NPMA
7. Mihaljevich-Groves, Flynn Jnr
KAMC
0. Wallace, Robert
HBRF
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865
836
577
160
351
300
240
196
120
64
0 DNF
66.7
49.4
43.7
43.1
21.7
7.31
5.34
4.14
3.55
3.44
3.31
3.27
3.16
2.58
2.45
2.25
1.29
0 DNF
540
516
487
43
0 DNF
0 DNF
0 DNF
521
247
193
186
181
165
150
126
87
72
18
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
202
191
182
120
102
87
70
0

Tip Launch Glider
1. Jackson, Dave
2. Wallace, Robert
3. Baker, Allan
Open Glider
1. Gibson, Bryce
2. Anderson, Rex
3. Fisher, Kyla Jnr
4. Ackery, Dave
0. Corﬁeld, Phil
0. Wallace, Robert
E 36
1. Ackery, Dave
2. Smith, Ken
3. Bain, Rex
Open Power
1. Bain, Rex
2. Anderson, Rex
3. Gibson, Bryce
4. Barnes, Kevin
0. Ackery, Dave
Mini Combined
1. Ackery, Dave
2. Barnes, Kevin
3. Gibson, Bryce
4. Jackson, Dave
0. Anderson, Rex
0. Wallace, Robert
Aggy
1. Lickfold, Carl
2. Webby, Tawhai Jnr
3. Tank, C.L.
4. Ackery, Dave
5. Gibson, Bryce
6. Christie, Rhys
7. Corﬁeld, Phil
8. Christie, Graeme
9. Shorer, Jonathan
10. Thornley, David
11. Christie, Naomi
12. Anderson, Rex
13. Stiver, Andrew
14. Akiba, Yoichiro Jnr
15. Molloy, Jayden Jnr
16. Fallas, Richard
17. Lewis, Glen
17. Morgan, Robert
19. Briggs,Max
20. Ward, Allan
21. Jackson, Dave
22. Palmer, Suetonia
22. Warner, Steve
Kiwi Power
1. Anderson, Rex
2. Gibson, Bryce
3. Bain, Rex

WRMA
HBRF
MBAM

279
187
164

NOCL
HMAC
TKAU
AFFC
DNMA
HBRF

414
305
44
33
0
0

AFFC
PMAC
MHMAC

341
289
80

HMAC
HMAC
NOCL
HMAC
AFFC

540
324
61
0 Crashed
0 DNF

AFFC
HMAC
NOCL
WRMA
HMAC
HBRF

360
273
203
154
0
0

HMAC
WRMA
HMAC
AFFC
NOCL
AFFC
DNMA
AFFC
LMAC
MRMAC
AFFC
HMAC
HBRF
IFLY
HBRF
NSMA
NOCL
TGMA
HMAC
HMAC
WRMA
CHCH
WKMA

373
368
345
324
295
276
258
217
215
174
160
157
148
147
142
87
64
64
55
38
26
0
0

HMAC
NOCL
HMAC

344
223
120

TKAU
AUCK
ASMF
HMAC
MBAM
TKAU
TKAU

1860
1850
1836
1755
1580
0
0

TKAU
TKAU
HBRF
RMAC
TKAU
WBMF
WBMF
MMAC

596
584
569
528
526
507
0
0 DNS

RMAC
AUCK
RMAC
HMAC
TGMA
HBRF
TKAU

772
740
656
635
605
542
504

Vintage

RC Vintage A Texaco
1. Butcher, John
2. Trillo, Keith
3. Treloar, Bryan
4. Anderson, Rex
5. Baker, Allan
0. Townsend, Peter
0. Gush, David
RC Classical Precision
1. Squires, David
2. Butcher, John
3. Russell, Barrie
4. Thornley, David
5. Gush, David
6. Mossop, Don
0. Warner, John
0. Lightfoot, Stuart
RC Vintage IC Duration
1. Thornley, David
2. Trillo, Keith
3. Ryan, John
4. Anderson, Rex
5. Christiansen, Tony
6. Russell, Barrie
7. Gush, David

0. Townsend, Peter
TKAU
0. Treloar, Bryan
ASMF
0. Butcher, John
TKAU
RC Classical E Texaco
1. Trillo, Keith
AUCK
Flyoﬀ score
2. Gush, David
TKAU
Flyoﬀ score
3. Butcher, John
TKAU
4. Cartwright, Wayne
HMAC
0. Townsend, Peter
TKAU
RC Classical 1/2 E Texaco
1. Cartwright, Wayne
HMAC
2. Butcher, John
TKAU
3. Crook, David
HMAC
0. Townsend, Peter
TKAU
0. Gush, David
TKAU
RC Vintage 1/2 A Texaco
1. Butcher, John
TKAU
2. Ryan, John
RMAC
3. Trillo, Keith
AUCK
4. Anderson, Rex
HMAC
0. Townsend, Peter
TKAU
0. Baker, Allan
MBAM
RC Vintage E Duration
1. Harris, Brian
WBMF
2. Russell, Barrie
HBRF
3. Mossop, Don
WBMF
4. Anderson, Rex
HMAC
5. Trillo, Keith
AUCK
6. Hubbard, Stuart
ASMF
7. Butcher, John
TKAU
8. Lightfoot, Stuart
MMAC
9. Squires, David
TKAU
0. Christiansen, Tony
TGMA
0. Townsend, Peter
TKAU
0. Gribble, Tony
AKS
0. Warner, John
WBMF
0. Cartwright, Wayne
HMAC
0. Gush, David
TKAU
RC Vintage 1/2 E Texaco
1. Trillo, Keith
AUCK
2. Butcher, John
TKAU
3. Cartwright, Wayne
HMAC
4. Squires, David
TKAU
5. Anderson, Rex
HMAC
6. Gribble, Tony
AKS
7. Russell, Barrie
HBRF
8. Gush, David
TKAU
RC Vintage E Rubber Texaco
1. Cartwright, Wayne
HMAC
2. Butcher, John
TKAU
3. Squires, David
TKAU
4. Gribble, Tony
AKS
5. Trillo, Keith
AUCK
6. Webby, Tawhai Jnr
WRMA
7. Gush, David
TKAU
0. Townsend, Peter
TKAU
RC Sport Cabin Texaco E
1. Russell, Barrie
HBRF
2. Butcher, John
TKAU
3. Anderson, Rex
HMAC
0. Gribble, Tony
AKS
0. Squires, David
TKAU
RC Vintage Open Texaco
1. Butcher, John
TKAU
2. Baker, Allan
MBAM
3. Gush, David
MTKAU
4. Trillo, Keith
AUCK
0. Townsend, Peter
TKAU
RC Vintage E Texaco
1. Trillo, Keith
AUCK
2. Squires, David
TKAU
3. Russell, Barrie
HBRF
4. Butcher, John
TKAU
0. Anderson, Rex
HMAC
0. Gush, David
TKAU
0. Townsend, Peter
TKAU
RC Classical E Duration
1. Russell, Barrie
HBRF
2. Harris, Brian
WBMF
3. Mossop, Don
WBMF
4. Squires, David
TKAU

0
0
0
2160
3404
2160
3022
1532
1430
0
1079
386
0
0
0
1465
1375
968
840
0
0
960
928
924
733
645
631
537
414
166
0
0
0
0
0
0
1654
1616
1159
949
770
670
606
119
2223
2026
1821
1541
1266
407
119
0
1285
925
385
0
0
928
822
535r
371
0
1648
1572
1364
1034
0
0
0
900
459
300
233
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3. Wallace, Robert

0. Butcher, John
TKAU
0. Gush, David
TKAU
0. Townsend, Peter
TKAU
0. Trillo, Keith
AUCK
0. Warner, John
WBMF
RC Vintage Precision
1. Mossop, Don
WBMF
600
2. Russell, Barrie HBRF
600
3. Ryan, John
RMAC
4. King, L.W.
CHCH
5. Anderson, Rex
HMAC
5. Harris, Brian
WBMF
7. Gush, David
TKAU
8. Trillo, Keith
AUCK
9. Meads, Gordon
HMAC
0. Lightfoot, Stuart
MMAC
0. Hubbard, Stuart
ASMF
0. Christiansen, Tony
TGMA
0. Squires, David
TKAU
0. Butcher, John
TKAU
0. Warner, Steve
WKMA
0. Warner, John
WBMF
Vintage Power Duration
1. Bain, Rex
HMAC
2. Anderson, Rex
HMAC
3. Butcher, John
TKAU
0. Corﬁeld, Phil
DNMA
0. Fallas, Richard
NSMA
Vintage Rubber Duration
1. McGarvey, Bill
AUCK
2. Gibson, Bryce
NOCL
3. Lightfoot, Wayne
FMFC
4. Butcher, John
TKAU
Vintage Precision
1. Jackson, Dave
WRMA
2. Fisher, Kyla Jnr
TKAU
0. Butcher, John
TKAU
0. Corﬁeld, Phil
DNMA
Vintage Glider Duration
1. Anderson, Rex
HMAC
2. Ackery, Dave
AFFC
3. Jackson, Dave
WRMA
4. Fisher, Kyla Jnr
TKAU
5. Butcher, John
TKAU
Nos/Class Pwr Dur Comb
1. Gibson, Bryce
NOCL
2. Bain, Rex
HMAC
3. Ackery, Dave
AFFC
0. Butcher, John
TKAU
Vintage Catapult Glider
1. Butcher, John
TKAU
2. Fisher, Kyla Jnr
TKAU
3. Jackson, Dave
WRMA
4. Webby, Tawhai
WRMA
5. Warner, Daniel
WKMA
6. Warner, Josh Jnr
WKMA
0. Baker, Allan
MBAM
0. McGarvey, Bill
AUCK

Control Line

0
0
0
0
0
F/O 193
F/O 180
599
589
586
586
582
576
546
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
540
531
11
0
0
540
402
356
243
238
147
0
0
256
246
217
109
99
372
112
49
0
246
244
240
207
134
115
0
0

Classic A Team Race (unoﬃcial event)
1. Christie, Graeme
AFFC
10.0502
Final Race Time 10-05.02
2. Brown, Rod
NPMA
10.4462
Final Race Time 10-44.62
3. Robinson, Don
NPMA
10.5341
Final Race Time 10-53.41
4. Hanson, Steve
AFFC
50
Best Heat Time 50 laps
Classic B Team Race (unoﬃcial event)
1. Hanson, Steve
AFFC
5.11
Best Heat Time
5-11.00
No ﬁnal ﬂown as only one ﬂyable model remained
2. Brown, Rod
NPMA
5.1847
Best Heat Time
5-18.47
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HBRF
40
Best Heat Time
40 laps
FAI F2C Team Race
1. Christie, Graeme AFFC 6.5092 '6-50.92
All ﬁnal times
2. Lewis, Glen
NOCL 6.5617 '6-56.17
2. Bolton, R.
NPMA 6.5617 '6-56.17
3. Robinson, Brendan HMAC 7.1859 '7-18.59
3. Robinson, Andrew NPMA 7.1859 '7-18.59
Slow Goodyear
1. Brown, Rod
NPMA 8.0835
8-08.35 Final Race Time
2. Wallace, Robert
HBRF 8.2181
8-21.81 Final Race Time
3. Hanson, Steve
AFFC 88
88 Laps Final Race Time
4. Robinson, Andrew
NPMA 56
56 laps Best Heat
5. Christie, Graeme
AFFC 33
33 laps Best Heat
Fast Goodyear
1. Brown, Rod
NPMA
3.5425
Best Heat 3-54.25
2. Wallace, Robert
HBRF
5.07
Best Heat 5-07.00
3. Christie, Graeme
AFFC
0 DNS
4. Robinson, Andrew
NPMA
0 DNF
0. Howser, Brian
HMAC
0 Scratched
Percentage Speed
1. Lewis, Glen
NOCL
98.03
Speed Class F2A
2. Lickfold, Carl
HMAC
95.26
Speed Class F2A
3. Robinson, Brendan
HMAC
82.58
Speed Class 5
4. Robinson, Don
NPMA
68.44
Speed Class 5
5. Wallace, Robert
HBRF
58.4
Speed Class 5
6. Robinson, Andrew
NPMA
0
Attempt In Speed Class 5
0. Lickfold, Neil
HMAC 0 Did Not Fly
Class B Team Race
1. Christie, Graeme
AFFC
7.4416
7-44.16 Final Race Time
2. Bolton, R.
NPMA
8.5784
8-57.84 Final Race Time
3. Wallace, Robert
HBRF
45
45 Lap Final Race Time
4. Robinson, Don
NPMA
6.1244
6-12.44 Best Heat Time
F2F / Classic FAI
1. Brown, Rod
NPMA
8.2704
8-27.04 Final Race Time
NZ Record for Classic FAI Final. Pilot G. Lewis
2. Wallace, Robert
HBRF
8.4299
8-42.99 Final Race Time. NZ Record for F2F
Final. Pilot A.Robinson
3. Robinson, Don
NPMA
10.3025
10-30.25 Final Race Time
4. Hanson, Steve
AFFC
5.0064
5-00.64 Best Heat Time
0. Christie, Graeme
AFFC 0
Did Not Fly
FAI F2B Aerobatics
1. Nell, Loren
HMAC
2150
2. Barnes, Kevin
HMAC
2017.5
3. Munro, Daniel
GORE
1997
4. Webby, Kim
WRMA
1995.5
5. Rogers, Owen
ASMF
1975
6. Lewis, Glen
NOCL
1728.5
7. Wallace, Robert
HBRF
1431
8. Allen, C.W.
NPMA
414
9. Corﬁeld, Phil
DNMA
314
0. Allen, Jonathan
NPMA
0 DNF
Sportsman Aerobatics
1. Lewis, Glen
NOCL
628.5
2. Thornley, David
RMAC
584
3. Eldridge, Phil
WMAC
515.5
4. Duncan, Graham
HMAC
492.5
5. Webby, Tawhai Jnr
WRMA
316.5
6. Corﬁeld, Phil
DNMA
192
7. Allen, Jonathan
NPMA
151
0. La Grand, M.H.
AFFC
0 DNF

Classic Aerobatics
1. Barnes, Kevin
2. Thornley, David
3. Wimmer, Gerald
4. Duncan, Graham
5. Webby, Tawhai Jnr
6. Wimmer, Otto
7. Wimmer, Max Jnr
0. Munro, Daniel
Slow Combat
1. Lewis, Glen
2. Morgan, Robert
3. Christie, Graeme
4. Barnes, Kevin
4. Wallace, Robert
0. Lickfold, Carl
0. Thornley, David

HMAC
RMAC
AFFC
MHMAC
WRMA
AFFC
AFFC
GORE

695.5
608.5
607
578
324
177
53
0

NOCL
TGMA
AFFC
HMAC
HBRF
HMAC
RMAC

1
2
3
4
4
0 DNF
0 DNF

Soaring

ALES 200 (Class N)
1. Wurts, Joe
HBRF
2. Meyer, Andrew Jnr
HBRF
3. Shaw, John
HBRF
4. Botherway, Kevin
HBRF
4. Glassey, Peter
WMAC
6. Drabble, Len
WMAC
7. France, Peter
CHCH
8. Williams, Peter
WMAC
9. Clarke, Bruce
TGMA
10. Clarke, Kim
TGMA
11. Hiscock, Andrew
GMA
13. Warner, Steve
WKMA
0. Kleynhans, Lee
WMAC
Premier Duration (Class C)
1. Wurts, Joe
HBRF
2. Botherway, Kevin
HBRF
3. Williams, Peter
WMAC
4. Meyer, Andrew Jnr
HBRF
5. Shaw, John
HBRF
6. Drabble, Len
WMAC
7. Hiscock, Andrew
HBRF
8. Glassey, Peter
WMAC
9. Clarke, Bruce
TGMA
10. King, Clifton
WMAC
0. Stiver, Andrew
HBRF
0. Kleynhans, Lee
WMAC
FAI F3J
1. Wurts, Joe
HBRF
2. Botherway, Kevin
MHBRF
3. Drabble, Len
WMAC
4. Shaw, John
HBRF
5. Williams, Peter
WMAC
6. Meyer, Andrew Jnr
HBRF
7. Clarke, Bruce
TGMA
8. Glassey, Peter
WMAC
9. Hiscock, Andrew
HBRF
10. King, Clifton
WMAC
0. Stiver, Andrew
HBRF
0. Kleynhans, Lee
WMAC
0. Klein, Ernst
NSMA
FAI F3B
1. Wurts, Joe
HBRF
2. Botherway, Kevin
HBRF
3. Williams, Peter
WMAC
4. Thompson, Richard TGMA
5. Stiver, Andrew
HBRF
6. Meyer, Andrew Jnr
HBRF
7. Drabble, Len
WMAC
8. Shaw, John
HBRF
9. Hiscock, Andrew
HBRF
10. Glassey, Peter
WMAC
11. Spooner, Scott
FMFC
0. Kleynhans, Lee
WMAC
FAI F5J
1. Botherway, Kevin
HBRF
2. Wurts, Joe
HBRF
3. Williams, Peter
WMAC
4. Glassey, Peter
WMAC
5. Drabble, Len
WMAC
6. Tank, C.L.
HMAC
7. Hiscock, Andrew
HBRF
8. Shaw, John
HBRF

5000
4950.8
4723.1
4487.7
4487.7
4133.9
4115.3
3918.4
3824.7
3803.1
3346.2
3278.5
0
3000
2997.1
2956.7
2956.6
2611.3
2531.2
2337.6
2256.8
1572.2
638.8
0
0
3000
2989.9
2889.3
2623.3
2599.9
2456.2
2369.2
2242.5
2222.5
1299
0
0
0
7992.8
7674
7408.6
7029.2
6899.1
6864.5
6757.6 S
6341.1
5859.8
5166.1
4013.4
0
3960.4
3948.9
3934.9
3909
3842.6
3694.2
3096.2
2832.1
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Pylon

9. Meyer, Andrew Jnr
HBRF
10. Thompson, Richard TGMA
11. France, Peter
CHCH
12. Morgan, Robert
TGMA
13. Clarke, Bruce
TGMA
14. Whitcher, Warren
WMAC
15. Clarke, Kim
GMA
16. Christiansen, Tony
TGMA
0. Kleynhans, Lee
WMAC
0. Warner, Steve
WKMA
ALES RADIAN (Class P)
1. Wurts, Joe
HBRF
2. Watkinson, Foster
NSMA
3. Klein, Ernst
NSMA
4. France, Peter
CHCH
5. Morgan, Robert
TGMA
6. Thornley, David
RMAC
7. Russell, Barrie
HBRF
8. Glassey, Peter
WMAC
9. Williams, Peter
WMAC
10. King, L.W.
CHCH
11. Shaw, John
HBRF
12. Hiscock, Andrew
HBRF
13. Botherway, Kevin
HBRF
14. Meyer, Andrew Jnr
HBRF
15. Thompson, Richard TGMA
16. Whitcher, Warren
WMAC
0. Christiansen, Tony
TGMA
0. Clarke, Bruce
TGMA
0. Clarke, Kim
TGMA
0. Warner, Steve
WKMA
0. Visser, Arjen
HIGH
0. McGregor, John
NSMA
0. Berger, Robert
NSMA
FAI F3K
1. Wurts, Joe
HBRF
2. Meyer, Andrew Jnr
HBRF
3. Botherway, Kevin
HBRF
4. Williams, Peter
WMAC
5. Glassey, Peter
WMAC
6. Robins, Wynn
HMAC
7. Moss, Neal
AKS
8. Hiscock, Andrew
HBRF
9. Shaw, John
HBRF
10. Stiver, Andrew
HBRF
11. Warner, Steve
WKMA
12. Briggs, Frazer
HMAC
13. Campbell, Kevin
HBRF
14. Tank, C.L.
HMAC
15. France, Peter
CHCH
16. Klein, Ernst
NSMA
17. Whitcher, Warren
WMAC
0. Drabble, Len
WMAC

2814
2653.4
2254.8
2135.1
1938.6
1402.6
1352
344.5
0
0
2625.5
023.4
1985.1
1891.4
1874.4
1819.2
1778.8
1761.7
1676.6
1651
1576.7
1563.8
1538.3
1336.1
1117
78.7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5000
4981.4
4963.8
4879.8
4742.9
4636.6
4518.9
4322.5
4322.3
4171.7
4157.9
4123.6
4000
3575.5
3201
2835.3
2453.7
0

Free Flight and Control Line Scale

FAI F4A Power Scale
1. Spray, Don
2. Mauger, Stan
Outdoor Rubber Scale
1. Mulholland, Mike
2. Mauger, Stan
3. Spray, Don
Peanut Scale
1. Trillo, Keith
2. Fallas, Richard
Indoor kit scale
1. Mauger, Stan
2. Trillo, Keith
3. Jackson, Dave
4. Fallas, Richard
F4B CL + Proﬁle Scale
1. Thornley, David
2. Wimmer, Gerald
3. Wimmer, Max Jnr
4. Wimmer, Otto
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AUCK
AUCK

656
650

AUCK
AUCK
AUCK

1239
922
520

AUCK
NSMA

1
2

AUCK
AUCK
WRMA
NSMA

143
132
116
79

RMAC
AFFC
AFFC
AFFC

644
469
300
262

Quickee 500 Sport
1. Collins, Stephen
2. Palmer, Andrew
3. Krook, Leonard
4. Duncan, Graham
5. Wright, Antony
6. Stone, Ron
7. Woods, Lew
8. Finlay, Grant
9. Butler, Adam
10. Wong, Chris
11. Groves, Ryan
11. Wilson, Gary
F3R
1. Danks, John
2. Knox, John
3. Collins, Stephen
4. Krook, Leonard
5. King, L.W.
6. Briggs, Jarrod
7. Sutherland, John
8. Craighead, Ross
F3D
1. Wetherill, Tom
2. Danks, John
3. Craighead, Ross
4. King, L.W.
F3T
1. Sutherland, John
2. Danks, John
3. Knox, John
4. Briggs, Frazer
5. Krook, Leonard
6. Stone, Ron

HMAC
CHCH
NPMA
HMAC
HIGH
MMAC
ASMF
HMAC
BAMA
HBRF
KAMC
ASMF

385.1
402
412.6
467.3
499.3
505.1
516.1
527.7
634.6
716.6
800
800

AMVC
AMVC
HMAC
NPMA
CHCH
HMAC
HBRF
TKAU

303.2
308.1
314.8
332.4
388
431.4
449.5
675.9

AMVC
AMVC
TKAU
CHCH

263.2
275
551.1
800

HBRF
AMVC
AMVC
HMAC
NPMA
MMAC

295.4
427.2
432.6
569
686.5
688.1

IMAC

Basic IMAC
1. Visser, Arjen
HIGH
4000
2. Collins, Stephen
HMAC
3892
3. Palmer, Suetonia
CHCH
3687
4. Christiansen, Tony
TGMA
3292
0. Lockyer, Robert
HBRF
0 DNS
Sportsman IMAC
1. Molloy, Jayden Jnr
HBRF
7000
Moved from Intermediate to Sportsman
to make the numbers 3
2. Madsen, Gavin
HMAC
6285
3. Sherborne, Steve
HMAC
5132
IMAC
1. Butler, Adam
BAMA
5990
2. Farrow, James
KAMC
5779
3. Briggs, Mike
MMAC
5719
4. Kay, Scott
IFLY
4987
Advanced IMAC
1. Rodgers, John
BAMA
7000
2. Ford, Rodney
WRF
6262
3. Wong, Chris
HBRF
5261
0. Wilson, Mikey
TGMA
0 DNS
Unlimited IMAC
1. Briggs, Frazer
HMAC
5000
2. Briggs, Jarrod
HMAC
4573r
3. Palmer, Andrew
CHCH
3824

Pattern

Clubman Pattern
1. Visser, Arjen
2. Madsen, Gavin
3. Palmer, Suetonia
4. Sherborne, Steve
5. Collins, Stephen
6. Webby, Tawhai Jnr
7. King, L.W.
0. Lockyer, Robert
Expert Pattern
1. Molloy, Jayden Jnr
2. Butler, Adam
3. Briggs, Mike
Masters Pattern
1. Bailey, Peter
2. Tomlinson, Paul

HIGH
HMAC
CHCH
HMAC
HMAC
WRMA
CHCH
HBRF

3985
3934
3762
3451
3441
3255
1255
0 DNS

HBRF
BAMA
MMAC

4000
3861
3533

IFLY
AMVC

3983
3960

3. Stairmand, Paul
0. Butler, Adam
0. Wilson, Mikey
F3A Pattern
1. Akiba, Yoichiro Jnr
2. Briggs, Frazer
3. Palmer, Andrew
4. Briggs, Jarrod
5. Kay, Scott
6. Wong, Chris
Classic
1. Molloy, Jayden Jnr
2. Stone, Ron
3. Woods, Lew
4. Palmer, Andrew
0. Briggs, Frazer
0. Kay, Scott

RC Scale

Novice Scale
1. Tynan, Chris
2. Wilson, Gary
3. Christiansen, Tony
4. Day, Caleb Jnr
5. Palmer, Suetonia
6. Priest, Greg
7. Woods, Lew
8. Holt-Pedersen, Wally
9. Berger, Robert
0. Purdy, Ross
0. Lockyer, Robert
0. Watkinson, Foster
Intermediate Scale
1. Palmer, Andrew
2. Briggs, Jarrod
3. Finlay, Grant
4. Rodgers, John
5. Groves, Ryan
6. Purdy, Scott
7. Visser, Arjen
8. Neilson, David
9. Sutherland, John
10. Butler, Adam
11. Briggs, Mike
12. Meads, Gordon
13. Crenfeldt, Grant
14. Swales, John
15. Wright, Antony
16. Rowson, Alan
17. Brown, Ross
18. Thornley, David
0. Brown, Peter
Classic Scale
1. Briggs, Frazer
2. Avenell, Gwyn
3. Farrow, James

AMVC
BAMA
TGMA

3870
0
0 DNS

IFLY
HMAC
CHCH
HMAC
IFLY
HBRF

3000
2935
2797
2588
2458
1845

HBRF
MMAC
ASMF
CHCH
HMAC
IFLY

4000
3554
48
1
0 DNS
0 DNS

HMAC
ASMF
TGMA
TGMA
CHCH
HIGH
ASMF
HIGH
NSMA
WAC
HBRF
NSMA

2260
2141
1972
1889
1652
1567
1498
1453
1160
0
0
0

CHCH
HMAC
HMAC
BAMA
KAMC
WAC
HIGH
MMAC
HBRF
BAMA
MMAC
HMAC
HIGH
AUCK
HIGH
HMAC
HBRF
RMAC
KAMC

3347
3305.5
3196
3132
3045.5
3042
3002
2987
2884
2788
2650
2598
2497
2351
2065
1769
1505
1374
0

HMAC
MMAC
KAMC

845
950
655

Rotorcross

MFNZ Multirotor Championships
1. Douglas, Michael
WMAC
2. Webber, J.D.
HIGH
3. Mckenzie, Kevin
OSRF
4. Howard, Matthew
HBRF
5. Gennills, Josh
HBRF
6. Kolotoﬀ,Vlad
HBRF
7. Wilson, Gary
ASMF
8. Kletzkin, Sam
ASMF
MFNZ Wings Championships
1. Jackson, Chris
AMVC
2. Spooner, Scott
FMFC
3. Ferry, Andrew
NSMA
4. Wellington, Mathew OSRF

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
1
2
3
4
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This year’s Nats had great entries for soaring with one overseas
competitor from Australia – Andrew Meyer and two coming up from the
Deep South. Practice day was good time to check the new ﬁeld out and
ensure everything was ready. During the day plenty of various ﬂights
were logged along with plenty of walking practice to collect models just
to check the outer perimeters of the boundaries.
Day one was ALES200 in the morning we had 3 plus models in the air
with Andrew and Joe arguing over ﬁrst place which mostly came down
to Joes precise landing on both time and distance from the spot. In the
afternoon PD was ﬂown with a little stronger wind at times and some
great lift and sink coming through. One round in particular no one made
it close to the landing spots and the complete slot landed out –
although some appeared to have a safe height only there ﬂight times
counted.
Day two was F3J time with four lanes laid out and we all swapped
winch lanes to suit the draw and most had some very satisfying ﬂights
with our very own president – Len Drabble on the podium in third! It was
awesome to see the new guys turning up and getting heaps out of the
ﬂying and seeing daily improvement. Unfortunately Ernst lost his supra
on launch early on. Andrew Hiscock achieved the longest walk of the
day about two paddocks away into the potato farm a little heavy going
looking for a green plane in green foliage. The wind did build to an
uncomfortable level for most and after 3 rounds we decided to ﬁnish
the day early.as usual once we were packed up the wind eased a little!

At the forefront of F5J development, Rowdy campaigns the latest Joe
Wurts designed “Plus”. This 3.7 metre glider has 7 servos in the wing and
drives the rear mounted propeller through a long extension shaft on the
motor. It uses a 650mah battery and Rowdy uses a JRXG14 radio.

Day 3 was F3b day the course was laid out and with the kind help of
quite a few spectators / volunteers we smashed through some great
slots sometimes having 3 up in distance which allowed us to complete
2 ½ rounds for the day. It was really hard changing back to an F3B
glider for thermaling –they certainly moved a lot faster and didn’t quite
have the easy climb rate during those low tricky thermals. Joe manged
to clock some nice fast speed runs for day with the local farmer and
quite a few spectators on hand watching the performance.
Day 4 the new favourite event F5J we had 16 competitors, conditions
became really hard with some real ugly ﬂight times and wind building
during the day although most were comfortable with it you could class it
on the limit for a few. Again some very satisfying ﬂights along with quite
few walks and many got away at some stage with low level saves or
hook ups. In the wash up four were within 100 points at the top. We
changed over two Radian (ALES Radian) late in the afternoon for 3
rounds and had 16 pilots line up with a little swapping around we had
competition altimeters in all of them so the playing ﬁeld was level.
There were a few that really got good lift in the ﬁrst and second round
this made for some very mixed results well done to both Foster
Watkinson and Ernst Klein both getting to the podium in this event.

This F5J electric glider is from the Czech republic. Designed by Karel
Svboda, this is the 3.6 metre version. Powered by a Tenshock Viper motor
with a 5:1 gearbox, it has Turnigy 110 radio and is ﬂown by Rob Morgan

The ﬁnal day of the soaring endurance test was F3K, again with a high
entry level of keen guys totalling 17 we all had an awesome day with six
rounds completed.It was a great soaring day with some very nice lift
cycles and some really great soaring by all. It was time to log the scores
and head back to HQ for prize giving.
Congrates to Joe Wurts who claimed the overall soaring trophy with 6
ﬁrst places for nationals 2019!
Special thanks to Steve Warner and his team for a well organised great
nats and also Mike Briggs for organising the new soaring ﬁeld and
hoping we can use this for future competitions.

Hanger Rat soaring team
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R/C SCALE
Neil Schrader

An excellent event held at Waharoa on the 3,4th of
January. We had very high numbers in our 3 classes with
a total of 33 entries all up. This necessitated the use of
two ﬂight lines for the ﬁrst time.
The use of two ﬂight lines worked very well, I have ﬂown
like this many times in the US at Top gun and it certainly
allows you to power through a large number of ﬂights. On
the ﬁrst day, despite getting away a bit late, we ﬂew 53
ﬂights to complete 2 full rounds and completed the
competition within the time schedule. We had a few drop
outs due to the wind conditions, wisely in my mind, with
the wind gusting to 20 plus knots but it proved we could
make it work.
I overthought the judging organisation a little bit on the
ﬁrst day and simpliﬁed it for the last round. This is a good
organisational model going forward and we will try and
run future events to get more ﬂying in.
The entries in Intermediate dominated the numbers but it was encouraging to see
eleven pilots in Novice stepping up to ﬂy, several of them were ﬁrst time Nationals
entrants. This can only be encouraging for the discipline, long may it last.
I also had the opportunity to use Andrew Palmer’s sun shade that he has been
using, ﬂying in many European F3A contests where the ﬂight line faces the sun all
day. I was a bit sceptical initially, but when I entered the descending circle through
the sun on my last ﬂight, I was convinced. It does force you to stand still to maximise
the eﬀect mind you.
Novice:
This was a good competition with newbies, Suetonia Palmer, Robert Berger and
Caleb Day entering for the ﬁrst time. The wind in the ﬁrst round started to aﬀect the
pilots signiﬁcantly, however they battled on and despite a couple of mishaps, all
scored in the ﬁrst round. In the second round, the wind had really got up and
discretion was the better option for some of the pilots who wisely sat out the round.
Round three was held on the morning of the 4th and the weather was a bit more
settled so nearly everyone posted a score.
The results were:
Chris Tynan – 2260………………...2019 National Champion
Gary Wilson – 2141
Tony Christiansen – 1972
Intermediate:
This was the biggest entry (18) and includes many current F3A and IMAC ﬂiers.
You would expect the standard to be high and we were not disappointed. The
strength of the wind did have an eﬀect as you would expect which did make for
some interesting manoeuvre sizes but generally everyone coped with it.
The results were:
Andrew Palmer – 3447……………. 2019 National Champion
Jarrod Briggs – 3305.5
Grant Findlay – 3246
Classic :
This had a small entry with only three competitors, it continues to struggle to attract
entrants and this will probably be the last Nats that feature the event. We are hoping
that F4H will replace it and therefore allow some of the Intermediate pilots to
progress into the class – more on this later.
Fraser Briggs , with his Lavochkin LA-7 took out the event despite dead sticking into
the paddock next door without a scratch to the model. I ﬂew my Fury to second
place , having declined to ﬂy the second round in very strong winds, James Farrow
ﬂew his Focke Wulf 190 into 3rd.
Frazer Briggs – 4154………………2019 National Champion
Gwyn Avenell – 3644
James Farrow – 3336
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Scale at the Nats – A judge’s perspective.
The 71st Scale Nationals was held at Waharoa airﬁeld on the 3rd and
4th of January 2019.
Waharoa is a great ﬂying site and for the ﬁrst time at a scale Nats the
event was run using two ﬂight lines. In practice this worked very well
and was the only way ﬂying could have been completed in the allotted
time.

There was a wide discrepancy in pilot experience and ability and this is
not a criticism, after all we all have to start somewhere. It became
obvious that some ﬂiers were not too familiar with how some
manoeuvres should be ﬂown. Obviously a loop is pretty self
explanatory but others like the chandelle, procedure turn etc are less
so. Also, some pilots while performing a reasonable manoeuvre were
oﬀ centre which leads to a downgrade. It’s no accident that the top
placed scale ﬂiers are current or previous aerobatic/pattern pilots.

We were also fortunate to have a panel of judges whose combined
experience added up to the approximate length of time that heavier
than air machines have existed.

As a suggestion, at future competitions a demonstration ﬂight before
ﬂying starts by one of the more experienced pilots performing the
various manoeuvres would deﬁnitely be worthwhile.

This year had the best attendance at a scale Nats in recent memory.
Although Classic had just three entries, Intermediate and Novice were
well represented.

Unfortunately, for the ﬁrst round of completion on the afternoon of
January 3rd the weather was less than ideal with a strong blustery
wind. The only redeeming feature being that it was blowing more or
less down the strip. This made life diﬃcult for the pilots and judges
alike. Obviously, a Tiger Moth is going to battle with bad conditions a lot
more than a heavy metal warbird. While not an excuse for poor ﬂying a
little leeway can be given.

As usual a wide range of models were in evidence from world class
scale eﬀorts through ARF’s to foamies. The emergence of ARF’s has
considerably boosted the scale attendance in recent years and this
can only be good for the class. The hope is that younger up and
comers will be encouraged to progress through the classes as their
skill develops and compete at the higher levels. It was great to see
more young competitors at this event.
As always there was a wide range of aircraft represented from light
sport types through warbirds to jets and each one has its own
characteristics and performance envelope. The judge’s job is to
evaluate each ﬂight taking in to account the performance of the
prototype aircraft. As an example, a non aerobatic will be limited in its
range of manoeuvres while an aerobatic type can, and should, be
ﬂown displaying its full performance capability. In other words, an
Extra 300 performing non-aerobatic manoeuvres will not achieve high
scores.

Generally, though the results were a fair indication of the overall ability
of the competitors and hopefully everyone enjoyed the comp and went
away inspired to come back to future events.
Thanks to Contest Organizers, Gwyn and Christina Avenell, the
judges, competitors and the Matamata Club for what was, despite
some testing conditions, a very successful event.
Neil Schrader
SIG Member

In general, most competitors chose schedules appropriate to the full
size.

Sunday 24th March 2019
10am - 4pm
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Stan Mauger

Compared with previous years this was a low key Nationals for this
SIG. Control line Scale and Indoor Kit Scale provided lively
competition, but the remaining classes were short of many of the
regular ﬂyers who are familiar faces in these events. This was
particularly disappointing because this was a well run Nationals with
excellent ﬂying venues for each event.

F4A Free Flight Power Scale

Don Spray and Stan Mauger had the event to themselves. Don soon
had his Curtiss Robin ﬂying nicely and was a worthy winner of the
event. Stan brought his Piper Tri-Pacer that had not being ﬂown for a
while. With some trim problems discovered, chances of a nice sedate
ﬂight with it eluded him.

KT Spirit: Keith Trillo’s nicely built Dumas Spirit of St Louis entered in Kit
Scale. Photo: Leonne Evans

F4D Outdoor Free Flight Rubber Scale

There was a triumvirate of starters in this event. All models had
previously been ﬂown in overseas scale contests, so expectations
were high. Mike Mulholland’s DH Tiger Moth did not disappoint us. This
beautifully built model ﬂew well and looked great in the air, winning the
event. Don Spray’s well-trimmed DH Puss Moth put on a good
performance. Stan Mauger was hoping for some good ﬂying too, but
ran into problems with the set up of the rubber motor in his Helio
Courier.

DJ Stinson: Dave Jackson’s Stinson 10 from a Comet plan is an appealing
subject. Photo: Leonne Evans

Both events were ﬂown in ideal conditions, the only problem being the
need to dry out tissue covering between ﬂights, because of the damp
grass surface.
A special thank you to Barrie Russell who cheerfully came to our aid to
judge ﬂying in both events. Thanks too, to David Thornley who did a
very thorough job in static judging.

Control Line Scale

A light wind gradually got stronger during the morning. This provided
challenging conditions for juniors Max and Otto Wimmer who put in
some valiant ﬂying performances. Gerald Wimmer’s electric Fairey
Fireﬂy ﬂew really smoothly through a number of manoeuvres. David
Thornley’s Fairchild PT26 achieved good take-oﬀs and landings which
combined with well ﬂown demonstration manoeuvres gave him the
best points. It was great to see this level of support for this class again
this year in a relaxed and enjoyable contest. Stan Mauger was assisted
with judging this event by John McGregor whose experience in
aerobatic ﬂying was invaluable.

RF Eastbourne: Richard Fallas entered this Eastbourne Monoplane in Kit
Scale. Photo: Leonne Evans

Peanut Scale

With only two ﬂyers this event was a shadow of the support in other
years. Nevertheless Keith Trillo had his Fike using the space of the hall
with great ﬂying giving him the lead. Richard Fallas improved the ﬂying
of his Aeronca during the contest, giving an indication of the potential of
this design.

KT Fike: Beautifully trimmed Fike by Keith Trillo ﬂew well.
Photo: Leonne Evans

Indoor Kit Scale

Kit Scale showed some lively competition. Richard Fallas had his
hands full trimming his Eastbourne Monoplane. Dave Jackson worked
at steadily improving the ﬂying of his Stinson 105. There were not many
points between Keith Trillo’s Spirit of St Louis and Stan Mauger’s
winning Auster Arrow, both models putting on good ﬂying
performances.
The Westpac Stadium is great indoor venue and it was great to see
models using the space of the hall. Hopefully these indoor scale
classes will gain better support at the next Nationals. Special thanks to
Paul and Leanne Evans and Stephen Wade, who did a great job
judging and timing these two events.
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CL Scale: Control Line Scale models including (left to right) Otto
Wimmer’s Grumman Hellcat, Gerald Wimmer’s electric powered Fairey
Fireﬂy, David Thornley’s Fairchild PT26, and Max Wimmer’s Grumman
Martlet. Photo: Stan Mauger
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Right:
SM Auster: Stan Mauger
had good ﬂights with his
Keil Kraft Auster Arrow, in
Kit Scale. Photo: Leonne
Evans
Far right:
SM Helio: Stan Mauger’s
Helio Courier on the
winding stooge. Mike
Mulholland about to set
up his Tiger Moth. Photo:
Barrie Russell
Bottom far right:
M M TigerMoth: Mike
Mulholland with his
immaculate D H Tiger
Moth in Rubber Scale.
Photo: Barrie Russell
Bottom right:
RF Aeronca: A nicely built
Aeronca Defender
entered in Peanut Scale
by Richard Fallas. Photo:
Leonne Evans
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John Danks

Another great RC Pylon Nationals at Waharoa all done and dusted,
there’s something about Waharoa that brings out the big entries and
some good close racing. The weather was perfect on Saturday with a
building westerly breeze on Sunday.
With the course marked out the previous day, the pylons, lights and
clock ready on the side line, a team of volunteers were quickly in action
once the IMAC group were ﬁnished and we were under way around
2pm. I was a bit concerned we wouldn’t get through the 3 rounds by
6pm but we ﬁnished with about 15 minutes to spare which equates to
under 7 minute turnarounds, a great eﬀort by CD’s and all concerned.
First up, with Tom Wetherill as CD, was F3R. These models use the
Q500 dimension airframe with high performance .40 ci (6.5cc) stock
engines running controlled propellers and no nitro FAI fuel, all fuel at
the Nationals was supplied by the Pylon SIG. The most common
engine used is the Nelson from the USA with a sprinkling of DKT’s
from Italy and Jett from USA. The controlled propeller is an APC Pylon
40 of 8.75” min dia and various pitches of choice, normally 8”. These
models are surprisingly fast around a pylon course considering the
high drag (in pylon terms) airframe with 10 lap race times in the low 70
seconds area, the fastest time this year was 70.54 seconds.
With a total of 8 entries we ran two 3 up and one 2 up race per round
and after day one with 3 rounds ﬂown we saw Stephen Collins in the
lead with a clean no cuts score followed by John Knox and Len Krook.
Day 2 mixed things up a bit with the worst score dropped out after
round 4 putting John Danks in the lead followed by John Knox and
Stephen Collins. Last year’s Trans Tasman winner, Jarrod Brigs, had
starting issues dropping him down the order.
We decided to run F3D with Q500 Sport this year to give everyone
plenty of time between races to prepare models. John Knox was the
CD for this one. Q500 Sport is probably the least expensive way to get
into pylon racing in NZ, with built up airframes available in ARF form
and sport engines up to .46ci with no modiﬁcations makes for some
very close racing. Q500 Sport once again had the largest entry with 12,
seeing a couple of past competitors from a few years ago along with 2
new names giving this a go is very encouraging indeed. Unfortunately
for Ryan he missed out on recording his ﬁrst race time after a ground
collision in his ﬁrst race after the start, technically this is a midair
collision which automatically gave both pilots a rerun but with only one
model and a wing beyond repair Ryan was done for the day, the other
pilot involved in the collision was able to continue and ﬂew his rerun at
the completion of that round.
Two pilots from a few years back, Lew Woods and Adam Butler
ﬁnished day one in the middle of the pack, unfortunately for Chris
Wong a landing incident after race two had him out for the rest of the
meeting with too much damage to proceed. Anthony Wright and
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Graham Duncan are showing improvements at every meeting lately and it
showed in their results with Graham at third and Antony ﬁfth after day one.
The cream was at the top with Stephen Collins (excuse the pun, Steve is a
milk tanker driver for Fontera) leading and Andrew Palmer all the way from
Christchurch in second after day one.
Day two saw Len Krook leap frog Antony and Graham into third with their
worst score dropping out, still at the top was Stephen followed by Andrew.
F3D, the fastest class we race here, also had this year’s Nationals as a
team trial for the World Champs later this year in August. Because of the
technical diﬃculties, expense and high degree of experience required to
not only get the best out of this class but ﬂy them as well we don’t have a lot
of people willing to commit to this category. So with 4 entries we ran 2 up
heats. Tom Wetherill, a Kiwi now living in Melbourne made the trip over,
was a great help and good yard stick to gauge our performance. Tom and I
drew the same heat with Ross Craighead and Les King in the other. Tom
and I got oﬀ to a great start with a pair of 63’s, Ross and Les were having
trouble with new setups seeing Ross with only one time in after the ﬁrst
day. Day one results had John Danks in ﬁrst followed by Tom and Ross.

John Sutherland F3T winner

At the end of day two after dropping the worst score we had Tom, followed
by John, Ross then Les.
The engine of choice at this Nationals was the MB Proﬁ 40, these engines
are hand made in the Ukraine and assembled by the designer Rob
Metkemeijer in the Netherlands, another engine we use is the LS Nelson,
another hand made engine assembled here in NZ by Neil Lickfold, we had
a Nelson setup for backup but decided to run the MB to familiarise
ourselves with this new setup (for us). These engines run upwards of
30,000 rpm with air speeds over 340kph!
The ﬁnal class at this Nationals was the F3T category. CD for this class
was Stephen Collins. To me these models are the best looking class we
run, the models have to represent a full size subject which has raced in a
closed course pylon event so we get anything from Midget Mustangs to
Caudron racers, there is even a Bugatti racer from the 1930’s as an ARF
kit. Engine of choice is the QM40 Nelson LS followed by DKT’s.
Airframes, fuel, props. etc are restricted by the rules and no engine mods,
apart from compression changes to suit the day, are permitted. The state
of tune of the engine as supplied from the manufacturer is very high
though with RPM over 26,000 and airspeeds around 300kph making for
some very exciting and close racing. For those wishing to step up from
Q500/F3R this category is the best choice, race times around the high
60’s (the NZ record is 65.28) and a nice plane to ﬂy and look at is making
this class very popular here.

Stephen Collins Q500 Sport winner

We had 6 entries this year so 2 of 3 up racing was the order. Day one had
John Sutherland from the Hawks Bay in the lead with some good speed,
followed by John Danks and Frazer Briggs. Unfortunately for everyone
except John Sutherland there was a 200 counting in their scores after day
two leaving John Sutherland leading followed by John Danks and John
Knox.
Because everyone involved, the contest directors, competitors, timing
team etc. performed without a hitch we managed to get everything
through with time to spare so a quick ask around had us all agreeing to a
shootout, this extra event does not aﬀect the overall Nationals result and
is taken from the fastest 3 race scores of each class, i.e. you could have a
string of DNF’s but one fast race, if that is within the top three you’re in the
shootout.

John Sutherland F3T winner

First up we had the F3R Shootout with Jarrod Briggs in lane 1, John Knox
lane 2 and John Danks lane 3, Jarrod’s starting issues unfortunately were
unsolved so we had John Knox winning with myself scoring a cut on P1
Q500 Sport was next, this was the ﬁrst time the Q500 Sport class has run a
shootout and the competitors really enjoyed the format. Andrew Palmer
started in lane 1, Ron Stone lane 2 and Stephen Collins in 3. What a race,
both Andrew and Ron were matching Steve’s pace and resulted in a very
close ﬁnish, well until the results from the pylon judges, Ron and Andrew
had multiple cuts leaving Steve the winner with a clean race.
The F3T shootout had Frazer Briggs qualifying in lane 1, unfortunately
due to a sick engine he decided to sit it out putting John Knox in, John
Sutherland had lane 2 and John Danks lane 3. After a cut by John S.
putting him out I managed to edge out John K for ﬁrst.
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Tom Wetherill with caller Ross Craighead F3D winner
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Adam Butler and Hobby City came forward with some gift vouchers for
the shootouts, a much appreciated and unexpected outcome, thanks
again Adam and Hobby City.
So all that was left was the trophy presentations to all those worthy
recipients.
A big thank you to all who helped make this event the success it was, to
Ross and Noeline Craighead who supplied their camper van for power
etc to run the timing system, their help with everything, Sharon my
lovely wife and all her helpers up at number one pylon, Brian for
standing at pylon 3 the entire meeting, all the race starters, CD’s etc.
which made my team trial eﬀort so much easier and to my lovely
daughter Tania who called for me in F3R and F3T, only the second time
she’s called, need to train her up for F3D now
Next meeting is the Waikato Champs, this will be a two day meeting of
10 rounds with shootouts if time permits. Fuel will be supplied. The
venue is the Airsail MAC pylon course and dates are the 23rd and 24th
February.

The winds increase
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John Danks with caller Tania Danks F3R winner

The Team Craighead Pylon Racer in the pits at C/L aerobatics in the
Morrinsville Recreation Ground.
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Don Mossop

Vintage RC events began on Wed 2nd Jan 2019 with gentle breezes
from the SW which increased during the day. All three days of
competition were characterised by breezy and, at times, gusty winds
which made ﬂying very interesting. Apart from the weather, the site
was magniﬁcent. Kindly made available by the Smistra family who
farm milking goats on their 100Ha property on Pohlen Road, midway
between Waharoa and Matamata. The site was magniﬁcent perfectly ﬂat with no fences or trees.
The Nationals were ﬂown to the “Temporary Rules”, which along with
the breezy conditions, made achieving maxes in the E Texaco classes
somewhat more diﬃcult.
Classical 1/2E, Classical E Texaco, Vintage 1/2A and Vintage A
Texaco, Vintage IC Duration, and Classical Precision were ﬂown on
Wed 2nd. Notable performances from Keith Trillo and David Gush in
Classical E Texaco, in which each scored maxes and in the ﬂy-oﬀ
Keith managed a creditable 20+ mins to take out the event.
David Gush (left) and Keith Trillo following the Classical E Texaco
shootout.

Barrie Russell (left) with his ‘Night Train’ and time keeper, Barry Lennox
(right)

In Classical Precision, David Squires performed very well obtaining
near perfect scores. David again persuaded his old mate, Mike Ellis
from Brisbane to come across and keep time for him. Mike is an air
accident inspector and during the course of the Nats. was able to
attribute the cause of many vintage model mishaps as largely due to
“dumb thumbs”.
David Squires (left) and his “Crowbar” which took out Classical
Precision event with time keeper Mike Ellis (right).
Thursday 3rd dawned still but by mid-morning the breeze got up
again. Brian Harris nailed the Vintage E Duration with three maxes
early on. Keith Trillo and Wayne Cartwright took out the Vintage ½ E
and Vintage E Rubber Texaco respectively. Choosing to ﬂy these
events earlier in the morning paid oﬀ with some lift around and gentler
breezes.
The last day was bright and clear but breezy which became gustier
through the day. Vintage E Texaco was taken out by Keith Trillo.
Barrie Russell’s ‘Night Train’ performed well in Classical Duration to
achieve three maxes. Don Mossop and Barrie fought it out in fairly
gusty conditions during the Vintage Precision ﬂy-oﬀ – Don and his
trusty ‘Lanzo Bomber’ won out. No one, or any models, were
seriously damaged.

Keith Trillo (left) and Allan Baker (right) kneeling in supplication to the
Gods of small diesels.
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David Squires (left) and his “Crowbar” which took out Classical Precision
event with time keeper Mike Ellis (right).
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Vintage
NORTH ISLAND
VINTAGE
FREE FLIGHT
CHAMPIONSHIPS
Levin Model Club
Tararua Road
23rd-25th March.
Allan Baker with his Vintage Open Texaco model
“KK Scorpion” which lost a wheel on take-oﬀ but
still managed to get fairly close to the centre.
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David Gush (left) and Keith Trillo following the
Classical E Texaco shootout.

Full details in
AVANZ news

Model Flying World

The Asia Paciﬁc Open is a
contest run every two
years for Discus
Launched Gliders.(F3K)
In 2016 it was in Australia
and for 2018 the Venue
was Singapore, Aug
24,25,26 The open means
anyone from the region
can enter and they have
individual and team
prizes.
Entries were received
from New Zealand
Australia China Hong
Kong Japan Singapore
Taiwan and Thailand
It was a very easy sell to tell Helen (my wife) “How about a holiday in
Singapore” so tickets were booked and aeroplanes prepared.

Apparently that’s how it works in Singapore the Airforce ring and say
“No ﬂying till we are done”.

We had a team trial to decide who would form the oﬃcial NZ team on
21st and 22nd of April which was also the ﬁrst round of the North
Island F3k series.

The conditions were calm for the early morning rounds and got a little
windier as the day progressed. Because of the delay we only ﬂew four
rounds and the it was on the bus and back to the cool of the hotel.
There was some sleeping on the bus by a few ﬂiers on the ¾ hr ride
back to the hotel. This was a great opportunity for Rowdy to decorate
Nick Wu’s face with a marker pen while he slept.

The team was Joe Wurts, Kevin Botherway (Rowdy) and Rod Hale
however Rod could go to Singapore so that left Pete Williams
(Peewee) to round out the team and provided a useful lead weight for
the other team members to drag around.
We also Had Steve Warner Kevin Campbell and And Andrew Hiscock
in the NZ contingent and they were to experience their ﬁrst taste of an
international competition.
We all arrived in Singapore on the week of the contest at various times.
Thursday was a designated practice day with Fri/Sat/Sun being the
contest days with up to 16 rounds of tasks with an additional 6 rounds
for the top 12 pilots.
A few including Joe and Kevin went straight from the airport and 6am
arrival to the ﬂying ﬁeld in Tuas about ¾ of an hour from the city on the
Wednesday keen to get as much practice as possible.
The contest organisers had arranged hotel accomodation and a large
bus for transport to and from the hotel so we all went with this option
and didnt rent cars with their associated hassle.
The job of team manager was passed around like a hot potato until I
(Peewee) was left holding it. I tried to do a poor job of this to ensure I
don’t get it again but apparently that has had no eﬀect.
The team waited in the hotel bar while I attended meetings and then
told me they had been running a tab on my room ………...
Wednesday was a great practice day with hot conditions and a midday
shower and not too many pilots on the ﬁeld. I didn’t attend the thurs
oﬃcial day of practice but went and saw the sights of Singapore
instead. I understand that the rest of the Kiwi pilots had a great day
without the mid day rain.
The contest started on the Friday with the bus leaving the hotel at 7am
and oﬃcial rounds starting at 9:15am We had a delay on this ﬁrst day
as the Singapore Airforce decided to do some practice for the
upcoming F1 GP and so ﬂew their F15s overhead for a couple of
hours.
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After the ﬁrst day we had Kevin in 1st Joe in Second Pete in 5th Andrew
in 26th Steve in 32nd and Kevin C in 36th.
That evening the entire group of APO pilots went to the Soek Seng
1954 Bicycle Cafe near Seletar airport. Rowdy tried to dance with the
contest organiser, stood on his head and drank beer, and we all
chatted and drank till our 11pm bus ride back to the hotel, Rowdy was
seen trying to board the bus with a road cone on his head, we thought
that was an improvement.
Day 2 was similar with the bus leaving at 7am and the contest
restarting at 9am. We managed 7 rounds before it was time to stop. We
were either ﬂying or calling/timing other pilots in an almost continuous
fashion.
I think Andrews thermalling
improved as the day went on
a n d S t e v e ’s ﬂ y i n g a l s o
improved with some
coaching.
There was even more
sleeping on the bus on the
ride home.
Joe was in 1st Peewee in 2nd
Rowdy in 3rd Andrew in 20th
Steve in 28th Kevin C in 35th.
The evening was spent at
Karus Banana Leaf Curry
Rice Restaurant, more beer
was drunk, Rowdy was
looking more disheveled and
was baring his chest which
was emblazoned with a
message of love to Taiwan,
we looked in vain for the road
cone!
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Day 3 was the last contest day and the same routine of the 7am bus
ride took place.
We were to ﬂy only 3 rounds and then a break while score and team
positions were calculated and ﬂiers prepared for the ﬂy-oﬀ or to
time/call or spectate. Kevin Cs thermal ﬂying was good and he just
needs to work on his launch a little and he did this as the contest
progressed.
The ﬁnal placings were Joe in 1st Peewee 2nd Rowdy 3rd Andrew 16th
Steve 29th and Kevin in 36th. There were high ﬁves and handshakes
all round as we knew with 3 Kiwis at the top of the scoresheets we had
the team prize.
We then moved on to the ﬂy-oﬀ rounds and completed 6 rounds with a
short break after the third round for water and rest for the top 12 pilots.
By now the wind was blowing so lots of ballast and big throws were the
order of the day.

Steve preparing for the start of a round.

Joe thought he had blown it after losing close to 100 points in the ﬁrst
round but the ﬂy-oﬀ was a real washing machine with a few land-outs
and scores all over the shop. Rowdy had a servo fail on elevator in one
round that pushed his score down. I had some dramas with not reading
the air as well as I might. Joe as usual ﬂew very well and was over 500
points clear of second place. The ﬁnal result was Joe in 1st Peewee in
6th and Rowdy in 8th.
There were ﬁve Chinese ﬂiers in the ﬂy-oﬀ in 3rd 4th 5th places and
they took second team prize and are becoming a force to be reckoned
with. There were two Japanese pilots an Aussie and a Singaporean
pilot rounded out the top 12. Results are available on F3X Vault and the
2018 Asia-Paciﬁc F3K Open facebook page has some photos. There
is also a video on youtube, F3K Asia-Paciﬁc Open 2018
After the ﬂy-oﬀ we had a prize giving ceremony and then back to the
hotel and oﬀ that evening to a barbeque by the seaside. Joe had
managed to obtain a small keg of craft beer and now Rowdy was his
best friend.
We all departed at various times over the next few days. We all did
manage a trip to Singapore hobbies in China town a short walk from

Shade tents and 11 seconds remaining until the rounds starts for Cai from
China.

the hotel and took in the various famous sights over the next few days.
The organising committee led by Sherwin Choo from the Singapore
Soaring Club did a fantastic job of making the contest a real pleasure to
compete in. The good will and friendship shown by all the ﬂiers was a
joy. I don’t think there was a single protest or grumble during the entire
contest.
Roll on 2020 and the next APO!

The ﬂying season has returned and with it the CL Stunt Series. No major changes this time
around, just the formal end to fees and prizes for the Series itself. Only entry fees to the host
club are payable.
Stunt Series calendar for 2018/19

Mar 9th
Whangarei, Portland Rec Centre
Apl 20th Taranaki Easter Champs, New Plymouth MAC
May 18th Rotorua, Arawa Park Racecourse

Round details
5. Whangarei Champs, Saturday 9th March, 2019
Club - Whangarei MAC
Venue - Portland Rec Centre, McGill Rd, Portland,
Whangarei
CD - Dan Walker danjanwalker@yahoo.com

6. Taranaki Easter Champs, Saturday 20th April, 2019
Club - New Plymouth MAC
Venue - NPMAC CL circles, Junction Road, New
Plymouth
CD - Andrew Robinson a_robinson_nz@hotmail.com
7. Rotorua Champs - Saturday 18th May, 2019
Club - Rotorua MAC
Venue - Arawa Park Racecourse, Park St, Rotorua
CD - David Thornley dthornley47@gmail.com
Please pass this on to anyone who might be interested, post it
on CL forums and share it in Facebook groups.
Good luck to everyone and have fun!
Cheers,
Adrian - Series Coordinator
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Words by
South China Soaring Association F5J & F3K Open Kevin ‘Rowdy’ Botherway
Joe and I arrived in china and did a second ﬂight from Hong Kong to
Guangzhou we then had about a one and a half hour drive to our
accommodation and ﬂying ﬁeld by the time we got a bit organized it
was lunch time then a ﬁve minute walk to our ﬂying ﬁeld for some
practice and experience the local conditions with our snipes and plus's
it was nice and warm around 30 and light winds with some good
thermal action then out for a meal at a local and meet up with few of the
competitors as they arrived ﬁeld is about two or three rugby ﬁelds
surrounded by trees! This was going to prove some fun the Chinese
even had a very long pole with a rope loop on the end for fetching all the
planes grabbed by the trees. Although on the ﬁrst day a few climbed up
(Chinese tree monkey’s) to retrieve their models (Tree Snipes).
The next day was a relaxed full practice day and catching up with
Vladimir around lunchtime to see the new Plus X and watch it ﬂy. Its all
up weight is 1260gms and even breaks down at the boom for a very
small box for transport.
Link is here:.........................................................................................
https://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showthread.php?3158050-Plus-X
Was another warm day with quite light winds during the day the
funniest act was watching Joe launch his snipe with the tail covers still
on! Guess who shouted that night if I didn’t tell anyone! Wrong! No
damage done and he reckons he had it under control just a little
rearward on the Centre of Gravity made for an awkward landing.The
next day was the F5J competition and we headed out for tea and great
night at a local restaurant and back to our Motel with Joe kindly
volunteering to do an F5J ﬂying experience and tips in advance for the
next day.
Light wind and it was another great day as the competition started and
low level hook-ups were performed with great ﬂying skills from Arijan
and Nicola from Croatia with the trees supplying some lift with active air
breaking oﬀ into strong thermals. Conditions really ﬂattened oﬀ for the
ﬂyoﬀs and those with low launches were hurt on ﬂight times as the slots
were ow 15 minute ﬂights the ﬁnal result was a strong team Kiwi ﬁnish :
Kevin Botherway 1st, Nic Wu 2nd and Joe Wurts 3rd. A night sampling
the local drinks with a quiet wine later and Vladimir assembled the new
Snipe 2 Electric ready for test ﬂying tommora I can feel a new exciting
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class coming on! What a piece of art this model has to oﬀer all you need
to do is buy the fuse and electric setup bolt to your existing snipe wing!
It will make for a lot lower cost entry kit if we can assemble some rules
to suit (there are some already around the world). Bed time and you
wake in the middle of the night and the whole ﬂoor is moving! Some
type of worms came into our units WOW!

The next day was start of handlaunch with quite few rounds completed
for the day - the middle of the day provided some great lift and big sink
which helped shake up the results to an extent. Watching during the
day everyone’s launch heights are getting better or am I getting older
and lower? We stayed on this night at the ﬁeld for a great barbecue
cooked by all the locals and they oﬀered great help and showed how to
cook there food it was awesome.
Final handlaunch day started with light drizzle and it did look like it may
hinder the competition we ﬂew about four more rounds the had a lunch
break and preparation for the ﬂyoﬀs which a great prelim result was Joe making the ﬁnals and Kev just missed (13th) so I got to call for Joe!
(Team KIWI) It was an interesting ﬂyoﬀ and we ﬂew new tasks in the
prelims and ﬂyoﬀs. The best was all up last down because I got to sit on
the side-lines and drink beer! Ohh I mean time Joe. The scores did get
scrambled and a few got some good drop rounds which interestingly
were used to calculate the ﬁnal result as all other rounds were close to
equal….
It was a well-earned repeat victory for Rollo Sommer 1st Joe Wurts 2nd
Nicola Francic 3rd.
After a few quiet beers we headed back to our motel for pack up time
which took a good couple of hours to get our gear packed and sorted
then we jumped in the locals cars to get a ride back to the city
(Guangzhou) and after a good 11/2 hours travel straight to a restaurant
for our ﬁnal night with all our friends. It was a fun meal and great to see
the way to have nice spicy Chinese! Into a hotel for a quick sleep and oﬀ
early in the morning for short ﬂight to Hong Kong to watch the
aeroplanes ﬂying appearing out of the smog for ﬁve hours then another
short eleven-hour ﬂight back to Auckland our third and ﬁnal back to
Hawkes Bay then yippee WORK!!!
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Many many huge thanks to all that
organised this very enjoyable contest a
big thanks to all the locals who made it
such a wonderful experience two special
people to mention a big one to Nic Wu
you do such a great job and to Alex who
was always there ensuring things were
good and visitors where comfortable
also both of these guys competed very
well - well done guys and see you soon.
Like usual one of the best things was to
meet everyone again.
Special note to Tan Vincent….Fly
smooth!

Soaring Rocks!

China planes in new
3D printed stand
All Plus podium Joe, Kev & Nick

New electric Snipe,
hand launch size

New Plus X, Joe and Vladimir
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Kevin Botherway

SOARCHAMPS
2018
Hawkes
Hawkes Bay
Bay

Panorama of Haumoana Soaring Field looking North East

A great long weekend had by all for this event. The forecast wasn’t
ﬂash with a storm for most of NZ over these days, so we blamed every
out of towner for bringing the bad weather with them. We had great
entries with one coming over from Aussie and two from the deep cold
South Island – many from Wellington and two from Auckland and few
from other north island locations. Our new Hawkes Bay soaring ﬁeld
was open for practice on the Wednesday with many turning up and
getting planes sorted and trimmed with a small amount of all up last
down DLG. It was a great day with little wind and good thermal action
to be had.
Day one was F3B with reasonable entries for this event and also
helpers turning up to help with running the course. We managed two
rounds of Duration and almost got through a round of distance during
the day. Unfortunately, the storm arrived, and we didn’t manage to
complete any more ﬂying for the day with high wind. Although a few
were keen to continue it was possible a few models may have been
damaged due to the ﬁerce conditions. The results for this one had to be
scrubbed as we needed to complete at least one round for it to count. It
was oﬀ out for the night and a relax at JARKs Restaurant in Hastings.

Joe Wurts landing his F3B Shinto

Next morning things looked really good for a day of Premier Duration
(PD). This is a great thermal competition and we had consistent ﬂyable
weather all day with one winch change when the sea breeze ﬁnally
came on. There was a strong entry list with 15 competitors. There were
some very low saves and lots of the new guys had satisfying ﬂights and
achieved many 10 minute full times! After 5 full rounds we had a very
close result, the top four Hawkes bay pilots rocked! There was also one
old Wellington competitor up there too. Everyone worked really well to
keep the contest moving along, although a few managed to use a few
winch lines. A big thank you to the many people walking the winch lines
to ensure that we didn’t have to wait for chutes to return. In the evening,
it was oﬀ to our favourite craft beer mecca pub for nice meal and a cold
one.
The following day wasn’t a ﬂash forecast. Arriving on the ﬁeld, the
water on the windscreen provided a hint for what was coming for the
day. With everyone being relentlessly positive, we setup for F5J and
while we did have the odd rain break the 18 competitors ﬁnished up 5
rounds by 3 PM Well done to the two “Plus” pilots Joe and John who
came out on top. It was a very challenging day with most slots only
providing very weak thermal action so the successful pilots were
launching well above 100m for their ﬂights. F5J is certainly a technical
event, although Rob Morgan demonstrated that one didn’t need a
super-fancy composite plane to compete successfully as he
campaigned to good eﬀect an open rib construction aircraft. F5J is now
a very solid game in NZ, with the highest event entries of all events at
SoarChamps, even higher than the Radian events.

Andrew Hiscock ﬂying in Premier Duration with Kevin Botherway and
John Shaw timing.

After F5J was our Radian ALES event. After a quick brieﬁng it was
kicked oﬀ with three half hour slots. Again, awesome numbers for this
one. The ﬁrst round was mega air with most radians looking like they
had their motors still on after the 30 second run! Then it got real hard
and many didn’t make the 7-minute time for the next two slots. Well
done to David James who came out well ahead of the pack and won
this one.
The ﬁnal event of the day was a Champagne ﬂyoﬀ (last Pilot in the air)
and was cleaned up by Allan Knox with a well deserved win. We had a
prize giving for results to date and cracked the champagne into the
personal trophies that Kev printed on a 3D printer, before heading oﬀ to
Texas style BBQ (Bare Knuckle BBQ) in Hastings for the evening
where everyone ﬁlled up on ribs, steak, pulled pork and the other
typical US BBQ fare.
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Ken Fox from Aussie attends to his F5J Plus while Warren Whitcher holds
the model steady
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The last day was a write oﬀ due to the wind. When we got out to the
ﬁeld there were ﬁerce gale force winds stripping branches oﬀ the
nearby trees, not to mention howling across the ﬁeld. We determined
that F3k handlaunch planes do not mix well with extremely strong
winds so there was a bit of palaver while hunkered down behind the
vehicles before everyone headed home.
Thanks to everyone for helping during the weekend it and special one
to Joe who did both the draws and results also Andrew Hiscock with
the thunder box. (Add by Joe: extra thanks to Kev for doing the ﬁeld
set-up, taking care of the equipment, and making sure that we were
ready to ﬂy at the right time in the mornings). Well done to all who ﬂew
during the weekend. I enjoyed seeing the enthusiasm of the newer
ﬂiers on the ﬁeld. With the turnout numbers that we had (and the
enthusiasm of the new ﬂiers) there is quite a bit of promise about the
future of soaring.

Dave Griﬃn launches his F5J Electric Maxa with the Joe Wurts Plus in the
background
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David James with his Radian (chilly bin)

Champagne celebration.
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Well, 2018 was a busy year for the SIG, and 2019 is already racing by! The AGM was
held at the Nationals, and Andrew and Frazer remain as Chairman and Secretary
respectively, and the committee consists of Hamish Galloway, John Knox, and Mikey
Wilson. Jayden Molloy who was on the committee has decided to concentrate on his
aircraft engineering studies. Thanks for your time on the committee Jayden.

MISSING
Novice (Sportsman)
R/C Aerobatic Trophy

The New Zealand team for the 2019 Trans Tasman Aerobatics Competition will soon
be on its way to Australia. Frazer Briggs, Andrew Palmer, Hamish Galloway and John
Knox will be ﬂying F3A, and Paul Tomlinson and Ewan Galloway the A18 schedule.
Good luck to everyone.

Andrew and Frazer
doing the prize draw
at the Nats.

Missing Novice (Sportsman) R/C Aerobatic Trophy

Please help us ﬁnd our missing trophy! This trophy has been around
for many years, and has gone missing within the last 10 years or so. If
you have seen it, or have it, please let Frazer know and we can arrange
its return. No questions asked – actually, we will even give you a
reward for its return! Check the back of your cupboards or even your
glasshouse for plants growing out of it!

Loop, Roll, and Win!

Congratulations to Dom Clarke on winning our Loop, Roll
and Win! competition! And thank you to all those who
entered! We had an amazing response
to this competition – over 130 entries,
and more importantly many
pilots having a go at doing a
loop and roll! The great prize
of an AJ Aircraft Acuity with
motor, ESC, and servos will be on
its way soon! Thanks to the
sponsors AJ Aircraft, HOT and
Galloway Enterprises.
Dom

ke

Clar

Ryan Lynch

Sam Laidlaw

Suetonia Palmer

Andrew Reeve

Lassi Nurila

Rodney Lockyer

Lachlan Foaley

Caleb Day

Doug Straton
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Rob Wallace

NEW ZEALAND
2019 NORTH ISLAND
FREE FLIGHT
CHAMPIONSHIPS

The Nationals are over for another term and there
were good entries in some events. Hangar Rat,
being one of them. Thanks to the “Soaring
Rockers”for their contribution. Also Catapult Launch Glider and Hand
Launch Glider. Aggie also had a reasonable turn out as well under
some trying conditions. Thanks to those people who helped setup and
dismantle the gear required for the Nationals.
The issue of Safety around Aggie has been raised again. There were
four observations of people being hit by Aggie models which can’t
continue to happen. The Free Flight SIG and Council will be working
on a safety plan for the next Nationals to minimise risk to as low a level
as possible/practical and will most likely include the compulsory
wearing of helmets for competitors and timekeepers for a start.
The above list of classes had one thing in common that was noticed. A
lot of people had smiles on their faces and that is what freeﬂight and
other ﬂying should be about. Long may it Continue.
The FreeFlight Sig AGM and Prizegiving was held on the last day of
the Nationals, Monday 7th January, but unfortunately a lot of people
didn’t attend so there are some trophies and certiﬁcates still to give out
to recipients which is a frustration and expense to the SIG. Hopefully
the Next Nationals will have a better turn out as the last day will be a
Saturday.
The new Sig is Robert Wallace, Chairman, David Ackery, Secretary,
Dave Jackson , Recording Oﬃcer, Paul Squires, Committee. There
was no Treasurer appointed at the time of the AGM but now Kevin
Barnes has taken on the role. Many Thanks. Thankyou also to Bill
McGarvey and Rex Bain who also oﬀered to do the Treasurer Job.
Also a big thankyou to the previous SIG members, Des Richards,
Chris Murphy, Graham Lovejoy and Bill Long for their contribution.
The Sig is trying to have more regular meetings and using Skype to do
so with only some minor hitches so far. We have been discussing a lot
so far.
Any Correspondance for the Sig should go to the Secretary, David
Ackery david.ackery@xtra.co.nz
The World Champs Free Flight team of Robert Wallace, F1A, David
Ackery, F1B, Paul Squires, F1B, Graham Lovejoy, F1B has been
formed after trials to go to Lost Hills in California in October. Paul and
Graham are in Lost Hills in February for World cup events as a practice
run. The Team Manager has yet to be conﬁrmed, but expressions of
interest are welcomed.
Bill and Kay Long as wel l as Dave Jackson have expressed interest in
competing in March 2020 in Romania for the Indoor World F1D

CENTRAL AREA
FREE FLIGHT
TRIALS

2019

Contact:
Paul Squires 021 029 94110
pwsquires@hotmail.com
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Rayner’s Farm, Carterton
5th - 7th April
Rubber Scale- duration only. Total of two best ﬂights count. Fly
as many times as you like on any day. No static judging or BOM
rule.'

Friday 5th April 8.00am to 4.00pm

Open Rubber, Open Power, Simple Open Glider (straight tow)
3 x 180 sec
Vintage Duration Combined
3 x 180 sec
E36
3 x 120 sec

Saturday 6th April 8.00am to 4.00pm

Kiwi Power
Nostalgia Duration Combined
P30

3 x 120 sec
3 x 180 sec
3 x 120 sec

Combined Catapult / HLG / TLG
Mini Combined (Coupe, 1/2A Power, A/1)
Classic Duration Combined
Vintage Precision Combined

6 x 60 sec
3 x 120 sec
3 x 180 sec
3 x 90 sec

Sunday 7th April 8.00am to 2.00pm

Entry Fee $10 per day
ﬂy as many events as you want

Awards. An on-ﬁeld prize giving will be held each day 15 minutes after
contest ﬁnish. Hand written certiﬁcates and awards for ﬁrst place (3 or
more entries) will be distributed. Laser printed certiﬁcate duplicates may
be obtained by handing or sending the organiser a stamped, selfaddressed, A5 envelope. ( for return of the certiﬁcate)
Note re d/t fuses. Fuses will be banned if a general ﬁre ban is in existence
or the farmer stipulates. Check each day with control to ascertain the
status of fuses.
NZMAA membership will be required for all competitors and casual ﬂiers.
Present your membership card if requested to do so. ( does not apply to
any overseas visitors)
For more information contact Paul Squires ph. 021 029 94110 or
pwsquires@hotmail.com

Championships. Are there any more competitors out there? The Sig is
in the process of ﬁnalising the trials rules for this event. Bill and Kay are
oﬀ to the USA to compete as a practice run shortly at a very tall ceiling,
building.

April 27th
wind/rain date
April 28th

July 13th
wind/rain date
July 14th

October 26th
wind/rain date
October 27th

May 11th
wind/rain date
May 12th

August 10th
wind/rain date
August 11th

November 9th
wind/rain date
November 10th

June 8th
wind/rain date
June 9th

September 14th
wind/rain date
September 15th

December 7th
wind/rain date
December 8th

VENUE FOR
ALL CENTRAL AREA DATES
RAYNER'S FARM, GLADSTONE RD,
CARTERTON

approx. 0800 start

Scores count for Ffonz FAI Trophies.
Please advise organiser the day
before if attending.
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President
Kevin Botherway (Hawkes Bay) – 0275570470
Secretary/Treasurer
David James (PN) – 06 3543452, 0272447782
Committee
Aneil Patel (Auckland), Dave Griﬃn (Christchurch), Joe Wurts
(Hawkes Bay), John Shaw (Timaru), Allan Knox (Wellington) & Peter
Williams (Paraparaumu)
Soaring SIG email:
nzsoaringtc@hotmail.com
News & info at:
http://www.modelﬂyingnz.org/sigs/soaring.html
Facebook; NZ Soaring SIG
Postal address:
41 Chippendale Crescent, Palmerston North. 4412

Upcoming events.

Mar NDC Event #73,
Mar NDC Event #74,
Mar NDC Event #75,
Mar 1st - 3rd
Mar 8th - 11th
Mar 30th - 31st
Apr NDC Event #76,
Apr NDC Event #77,
Apr NDC Event #78,
Apr 5th - 7th
Apr 26th - 28th
Apr 27th - 28th
May NDC Event #79,
May NDC Event #80,
May NDC Event #81,
May 4th - 5th
May 24th - 26th
Jun NDC Event #82,
Jun NDC Event #83,
Jun NDC Event #84,
Jun 1st - 2nd
Jun 7th - 10th
Jun 13th - 15th

F3K Tasks B,D,G,H only (total raw scores)
ALES 200 Class M (Scoring per 3.13.7)
ALES Radian Class P
Aerotow Hawkes Bay, Aorangi Road
International Milang SA
NI F3K Round 1 NI Series Hawkes Bay
Thermal J (2,4,6,8,10)
ALES Radian Class P
FAI F5J, 4 Rounds (Total Raw Scores )
Aerotow Venue to be conﬁrmed
Aerotow Omarama.
International IHLGF Poway 2019
Thermal D (F500)
Thermal B (10 min)
ALES 123 Class N
NI F3B Round 1 NI Series - Matamata
Aerotow Hawkes Bay, Aorangi Road
ALES 200 Class M (Scoring per 3.13.7)
F3K Tasks B,D,G,H only (total raw scores)
ALES Radian Class P
NI F3K Round 2 NI Series - Matamata
International Jerilderie Australia
Aerotow Hawkes Bay, Aorangi Rd - to be
conﬁrmed

NDC F5J

This year's calendar sees F5J added to the list of NDC soaring events.
The ﬁrst completion is in April. The rules are the FAI F5J rules plus
those listed below under remit 1.

Remits

d) Disregard 5.5.11.12.m and score the sum of the Raw Scores from
the four rounds.
e) A 10:00 minute working time to start and stop the round must be
strictly and accurately enforced.
f) Scoring as per 5.5.11.12. - Flight time max is 10min (600 points)
less recorded start height points as per 5.5.11.12.e plus landing
max of 50 as per 5.5.11.12.h. Note rules for overtime penalties. No
points if more than 75m from the landing spot.
REMIT 2: Add 2.4.6; deﬁning distance landing limit to give a strong
incentive to return the plane to a designated area. It is good for safety
purposes, and should result in a more competitive and fair event. SOAR-SIG (note - all new wording)
2.4.6
The Flight is cancelled and recorded as a zero score if during landing,
the nose of the model aircraft does not come to rest within 75 meters of
the centre of the competitor's designated landing spot.
Height Limiters - ALES events.
Since the introduction of ALES events there have been times when
contest directors have permitted electric models without Height
limiting switches to participate on the basis of timed motor runs only.
From now on all ALES models ﬂown in ALES events must have a
height limiting switch or device. Models vary too much in motor
performance to rely on timed runs and this can be extremely unfair on
other contestants who have the height limiters ﬁtted in their models.
All Nationals, Soarchamps, NDC and SIG events will require the use
of height limiters. We recommend Clubs ﬂying ALES events
encourage their members to ﬁt height limiters if the haven't already
done so.
Multi 3 and Multi 2 Height limiters from RC Electronics. They record
your ﬂights- in 3D if you have the GPS connected as well- and can be
set for whatever altitude you need or ﬂashed to be oﬃcial F5J
compliant. www.rc-electronics.org/
The Multi 2 is used in the GPS racing gear as well to provide the
altitude information. Phone Rob Johnston 0274721229
www.areobtec.com is the website you can download the program
from.
They can be ordered oﬀ Dave Toys in Australia
www.davestoysforbigboys.com.au/store/Hight_Limiters_all_brands/
Aerobtec_Height_recorders

The ﬁrst remit below was tabled at the Nats AGM. Remit 1 is to be
trialed this year. If you have any submission or comment to make
regarding either remits below then please email us your thoughts.

71st National Champs

A special meeting is to be advertised but is most likely to be at the
Soarchamps.

Please look for our report elsewhere in this MFW.

This year the National champs were in Matamata from 3rd - 7th
January 2019.

NZMAA FLYING RULES

Section 5: Soaring

REMIT 1: Add F5J to the Preface page for clarifying NDC rules for
scoring - SOAR-SIG (note - all new wording)
F5J
a) All references to national teams, team managers etc. do not apply
National Decentralised Contest Format (NDC)
b) A NDC contest will comprise 4 rounds.
c) Contest rules as per FAI Section 4 – Aeromodelling Volume F5
Radio Control Electric Powered Model Aircraft
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RC SCALE

SIG

The vote for the addition of F4H as an event available to be run has
been taken and the result is a unanimous approval of those voting for
the remit. (64 people polled – 20 in favour, nil against)
This event will replace the Classic Scale class and we will endeavour,
as a SIG, to run this competition from our next Scale event (Waharoa,
March 9th) and onward. This event is an international class and is
therefore managed by the CIAM F4 subcommittee. This simpliﬁes the
need to review rules locally however we do have a little discretion.
What is the diﬀerence between the Classic scale and the F4H?
There are two main diﬀerences – The builder of the model requirement
and a diﬀerent Static score component.
The Builder of the Model Rule is removed - The intention of F4H is to
allow people who have not necessarily scratch built models to compete
at an international level (should they wish to).
It eﬀectively discards the Builder of the Model rule by allowing the
competitor to build from a kit, buy a model ﬁnished or prefabricated by
someone other than themselves or compete with an ARF.
HOWEVER, the person entering must have painted the model as per
the deﬁnition below:
6.9.3 Declaration
The competitor must complete and sign the Declaration Form at
ANNEX 6E.1 certifying that he has applied the surface ﬁnish (colour
and markings) to the model. The declaration also includes a
questionnaire which is used by the Static Judges to assess how much
the competitor contributed to the Scale Accuracy. If an incorrect
declaration is subsequently revealed, the competitor may be
disqualiﬁed from the contest. The competitor may also use
photographs or sample material in support of the declaration.
Note: The declaration must be consigned by the Competitor’s NAC to
be valid
(The last note is to do with International competitions. The Static
Scoring system is diﬀerent than Classic Scale and a bit more involved.
The same Static elements of Classic are still there but the scoring
system involves K Factors. – Gwyn’s note)
6.9.6 Documentation
a) The documentation requirement is the minimum considered
necessary to fully assess the outline from 3 aspects, the colour, the
markings and the realism. As with all scale aeroplanes static
judging, good photographs are the prime means of judging scale
accuracy. Photographs and reproductions should be of a
reasonable size, (approximate A5 minimum) and presented on
separate sheets or as a montage no larger than A2. A book with
page markers is not acceptable.
b) There are no prescribed penalties for missing or inadequate
documentation, but judges can only award marks on the basis of the
documentation available. Poor documentation will be reﬂected in
reduced scores and any item of static judging for which there is no
documentation will result in a Zero score for that item.
6.9.6.1 Photographic evidence:
A minimum of one (1) photograph or printed reproductions and a
maximum of ﬁve (5) photographs or printed reproductions of the
prototype, one or more of which must show the actual subject
aircraft being modelled. At least one photograph must show the
whole aircraft. Photographs of the model are not permitted unless it
is posed alongside the full size prototype modelled for proof of
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colour. Photographs which show evidence of digital manipulation
shall result in disqualiﬁcation. There is no requirement for close up
or detailed photographs, but additional photographs (within the
maximum of 5 total) can be used to support the three aspects if the
outline needs clariﬁcation.
6.9.6.2 Drawings:
Three view drawings are required and will be used by the judge as
the basis for judging outlines. Drawings must conform to the
requirements of rule 6.1.9.4(b). Photographs take precedence
when discrepancies exist between the drawings and the chosen
subject.
6.9.6.3 Proof of colour and markings:
This may be in the form of colour chips or original paint samples,
colour photographs (which may be the same photos supplied for
outline), or colour illustrations published in books, magazines or on
kit boxes. Published descriptions are also acceptable when
accompanied by examples of similar colours used on other aircraft
types. Authenticated colour chips will not be a requirement for proof
of colour.
I intend to distribute some documentation to help you prepare your
documentation in the near future. I have some documentation samples
that I obtained after the recent F4H World Championships that will help
give you the idea. The Flight rules are the same as we currently ﬂy, so
most won’t notice any diﬀerence. (These have been updated by the
FAI and are now available on our MFNZ Website)
The static portion of the contest is always problematic at a one-day
event, as it can tie up people for a period during the event and delay the
ﬂying portion. We have limited resources that we can call on for this
and what we are proposing is to create a winter event for static judging
only at some central location (Taupo/Morrisville??) You will carry this
score over the season to avoid the one-day issue. For those that are
unable to attend, we will put the same panel of Judges together at the
Nationals and static your model (comparing the scores of those
previously judged).
This winter event could also be combined to have a show and tell of
other models being built or models that don’t ﬁt into F4H. All this should
help to create interest in our discipline.
The F4H rules state that we must normalise our scores to maintain the
Flying/Static bias of 100/50.
Going forward, we will redo our scoring programme to accommodate
this – It is also necessary to normalise the scores in the other classes
as we will be endeavouring to ﬂy with two ﬂight lines at future
competitions.

Nationals Observations:

There are a couple of things we need to restate regarding the Nationals
events we ran at Waharoa.
Model swapping during the event:
Changing models due to weather conditions. We allowed it in a couple
of cases this year, however going forward, this won’t be allowed
(unless a model is badly damaged and the competitor has a backup).
There is no Team Scale in our competition schedule, if you ﬁt into this
category then we suggest you enter the Intermediate class as there is
no “Builder of the Model “ Rule.

Model Flying World

Models in Progress:

Neil Schrader’s Spitﬁre MA 419
It was about 15 years ago when I
announced to my father. “I’m going to
build a Spitﬁre and ﬁnish it in the markings
of one you ﬂew.” Dad’s response was
typically direct. “You’d better bloody well
get on with it then.” He was in his early
eighties at the time and passed away in
2009.
Now, a decade later, the project is nearing
completion. Sadly, he will never get to see
‘his’ Spitﬁre ﬂy but I’m ok with that. Gone
but not forgotten.
The subject aircraft, a Spitﬁre Mk IXc
appears as a colour proﬁle in the Osprey
publication ‘Late Marque Spitﬁre Aces
1942-45’.
The model is built from the Brian Taylor plan with a fully
composite fuselage taken from a mould of my original plug. The
scale is 1:5.33 with a wingspan of 83 inches (2.1m). Power will
be supplied by a Laser 180 four stroke with Lado retracts and of
course working ﬂaps completing the package.
Hopefully the model will be completed in the next few months
and all going well I’ll be competing in the scale comps rather
than judging them.
Technically Dad was not a Spitﬁre ace at all, being credited with 2.5
conﬁrmed victories on that type. The rest of his total of 12 were scored
while ﬂying the Hawker Tempest with 486 Squadron in 1945.

Vintage
SIG

Upper North Island Pylon
Calendar 2019

Results of voting of remits to change E Texaco rules

Temporary Rules were introduced late last year in an attempt to
address the time taken to complete E Texaco events during Vintage
rallies and at the Nationals. A vote was taken on the 5 remits and the
results are as follows (at total of 36 votes received):
Remit 5.4 RC Vintage ½ E Texaco

44% in favour

Remit 5.5 Vintage E Texaco

47% in favour

Remit 5.6 Vintage E Rubber Texaco

47% in favour

Remit 5.7 Classical ½ E Texaco

44% in favour

Remit 5.8 Classical E Texaco

47% in favour

As remits require a majority of 75% in favour, none of the above
remits were passed.
The Vintage SIG Committee is presently considering the most
appropriate response and will contact SIG members for further
suggestions shortly.

March 2019

February 23rd - 24th Waikato
Champs 10 rounds. Airsail MAC
th
March 10 Airsail MAC
April 14th Airsail MAC
May 12th End of Year Meeting and
BBQ Airsail MAC
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FROM THE RECORDING OFFICER
NDC
RESULTS
Allan Knox,
12 Halladale
Rd, Papakowhai, Porirua, 5014. allan.j.knox@gmail.com. 021 747 950
Email
mfnz.recordingofficer@gmail.com

Another NDC year has come and gone. We have the winners to
congratulate but all those ﬂiers who just gave it a go are the real
winners. For some, it has been their ﬁrst taste of competition which
could lead to more and in time, including attendance at centralised
events. That is the hope anyway.
NDC remains a worthwhile competition scene in its own right of course
enabling comps on local club ﬁelds of a weekend morning and still be
home for lunch with the family. Best of all worlds.
Looking at the approximately 500 scores submitted last year from the
95 diﬀerent ﬂiers who participated, it is apparent that clubs that build a
calendar around NDC or those that have a dedicated organiser are the
ones that do best, Christchurch MAC for example. Rex Ashwell in
Marlborough has got together a great band of glider ﬂiers. They have
competed every Electric Sailplane event and they have come out as
top club overall. Rex is top placed soaring pilot for 2018 too. This really
is an outstanding eﬀort for a small provincial centre. You will see Rex’s
views on all this elsewhere in this publication.
2018 has been a year for record breaking, 8 new records in fact. Four
team race records were broken in the build up to the Control Line World
Champs. Glen Lewis had a hand in all of them with team mates Robert
Bolton and Brendan Robinson. Joe Wurts lowered the soaring F3B
speed time yet again and Kay Long set a new Hangar Rat Cat 1 record.
In November, Antony Koerbin set a new A1 Record and to ﬁnish the
year, my club mate Keith Elliot set a new record for ALES 200 using his
Radian no less. I ﬁrst meet Keith in Timaru when we were ﬂying gliders
in our ‘20s. Here we are ﬂying gliders again in our 60s and he is ﬂying
better than ever.

Rex Ashwell Marborough Associated Modellers, our new NDC Soaring
Champ. Rex started out a few years ago ﬂying this lovely little Guppy built
from plans oﬀ the internet. You don’t have to have latest geewiz model to
ﬂy the ALES classes or X5J unlimited. I see Guppies are available in all
sizes these days all the way up to 4 metre span if you are keen build your
own.

The top 10 results are presented here, both overall and by SIG and
club. If you would like to see full results then click on the links on the
MFNZ site NDC page.
You will see the 2019 calendar there too. Please use the entry link for
inputting scores or send then to me if you are a bit computer shy.
allan.j.knox@gmail.com . Double check them, be sure to check the
rules and play fair.
Good luck to you all for the coming year.
Allan Knox, Recording Oﬃcer.

Overall NDC Championship Results 2018

(See NDC page on MFNZ Website for full results)
NDC Championship
1 Allan Knox
2 Rex Ashwell
3 Phil Elvy
4 Lynn Rodway
5 Keith Elliott
6 Garry Morgan
7= Allan Baker
7= Dave Jackson
7= Paul Squires
10 John Beresford

214
140
98
84
72
70
67
67
67
66

NDC Club Championship
1
Marlborough Associated Modellers
2
Wellington MAC
3
Christchurch MAC
4
New Plymouth MAC
5
Whangarei MAC
6
Feilding Model Flying Circle
7
Model Flying Hawkes Bay
8
Palmerston North Aeroneers
9
Ashurst Model Fliers
10= Levin Model Aeroplane Club
10= Kapiti Aeromodellers Club

532
454
338
199
148
127
100
65.5
34
29
29

NDC Results by SIG 2018
Free Flight
1
Dave Jackson
2
Lynn Rodway
3
Paul Squires
4
John Beresford
5
Graham Lovejoy
6
Stewart Morse
7
Kay Long
8= Allan Lawrence
8= Bill Long
8= Daniel Walker
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67
57
56
55
51
32
31
29
29
29

Soaring
1
Rex Ashwell
2
Allan Knox
3
Phil Elvy
4
Keith Elliott
5
Garry Morgan
6
Brian Mogford
7
Allan Baker
8
Carl McMillan
9
Clifton King
10 Phil Sparrow

140
120
98
72
70
59.5
55
50
43
34

Keith Elliot at Trentahm with his ALES 200 record setting Radian.

NDC why
not give it a go
Vintage
1
Allan Knox
2
Bryan Treloar
3
Lynn Rodway
4
Warner Summerton
5
Barrie Russell
6
Bob McGrath
7
Stew Cox
8= John Beresford
8= Paul Squires
10= Alan Sissons
10= Stuart Grant

79
35
27
22
16
15
13
11
11
10
10

Control Line
1
Rob Wallace
2
Don Robinson
3
Brendan Robinson
4
Andrew Robinson
5
Rod Brown
6
Glen Lewis
7
Graeme Christie
8
Robert Bolton
9
Carl Lickford
10 Alec Fuller

26
18
16
15
11
10
9
7
5
4
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FOR SALE

South Island
Combat

March

2019

DRAYSON .60 Aussie motor #18. Oﬀers.
ASP 52 4/s $100.
DIESEL engines .5 to2.5 oﬀers.
GLO ENGINES .020 to 2.5cc, oﬀers.
EARLY PROPELLERS.
ROBERTS U-Reely control handle. Oﬀers.
Further information and list phone
J . G o d f r e y, P h o n e 0 9 8 5 4 4 0 8 1 o r
airdance@slingshot.co.nz
CESSNA 421 3 metre wingspan. Glass
fuselage with built up ﬂying surfaces. Robart
retracts. Requires completion. Moulds can be
included.
Contact mike.brider@gmail.co.nz

Queen’s Birthday Weekend. Saturday June 1st
Amberley North Canterbury
Practice: 9:30 to 10 am.

WANTED
63" SPITFIRE WING, RM64 (Taylor),
RC1513 (Millingship) or similar.

Fuel for models and food for ﬂiers will be supplied. No entry Fee
Accommodation available and pick up from the airport,
contact Jon Spain or Doug Palmer (emails below).
Everyone is guaranteed of 3 or more bouts.
Ski ﬁelds usually open that weekend so you can ﬁll in the weekend
skiing OR for those ﬁtter people there is a Half and Full Marathon
on the Sunday.
Please let Jon or Doug know if coming so they can purchase
enough food and refreshments.
Jon@4d.co.nz doug_palmer@xtra.co.nz

World Championship F2D trial.
Saturday 1st June
Amberley North Canterbury.
First Bout 10:00 am

Any reasonable condition. Pick up almost
anywhere between Masterton and Auckland
practicable.
Ph or email Peter. 06 378 2200 or 09 480 0195,
Email pjhunt31@hotmail.com
ASP21 2 STROKE with muﬄer and RC
Muﬄer. Must be a strong runner.
Email Allan Knox at allan.j.knox@gmail.com
or call 021747950.

Fielding Model Flying Circle

Full F2D rules, the format will be round robin and
using the new Fuel Regulations.
All Trialists will be emailed details of the trial,
e.g. CD, start time and oﬃcial practice.

why
why

NDC not give
it a go

March 2019

Manfield Racecourse
(entrance in South Street)
Monday evenings 6pm
March 11th

Flown to MFNZ Rules, ie : 9" loop of 1/4"
rubber or equivalent
Handle length not to exceed 6”
6 x ﬂights - 60 sec max
Spare models and catapults available
Come along for some enjoyable ﬂying!
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64. Airsail Model Aviation Club
John Danks
299 Native Road, Pukekawa.
RD1, TUAKAU 2696
09 233 4014
airsailmac@airsail.co.nz
3. Ashburton M.A.C.
Brian Mitchell
29 Bridge Street, Netherby
ASHBURTON 7700
03 308 3207
bk.mitch@xtra.co.nz
79. Ashhurst Model Fliers (Inc)
Robin Wallace
31 La Lena Grove
PALMERSTON NORTH 4410
06 354 0535
natgas@xtra.co.nz

16. Far North R/C Fliers
Alan Walker
PO Box 233
PAIHIA
021 943 651 alanwalkerboi@gmail.com
38. Feilding Model Flying Circle
Des Richards
06 324 0007 desr2727@gmail.com
13. Gisborne Model Aeroplane Club
Phil Goodwin
29 Fisher Place, Lytton West
GISBORNE
06 868 4706 pandrg@xtra.co.nz
14. Gore Model Aero Club (Inc)
Peter Salmond
88 Croydon Siding Road, No 6 RD
GORE
03 208 9609 or 027 208 9031
hokpines@actrix.gen.nz

48. Auckland Free Flight Club
Gerald Wimmer
2241 Kaipara Coast Highway,
Kakanui R.D.4
WARKWORTH 0984
09 420 4429
fly.kakanui@gmail.com

15. Hamilton Model Aero Club (Inc)
Alan Rowson
18A Mahoe St, Melville
HAMILTON 3206
07 843 3889 alan48linda47@gmail.com

4. Auckland M.A.C.(Inc)
Mike Fairgray
3 Kanohi Terrace, Mangere Bridge
AUCKLAND 2022
09 636 8439
amacsecretary@outlook.com

17. Hawera M.A.C.
Peter Malcolm
456 Tempsky Road
RD 15 HAWERA 4675
Ph 06 272 6514
peter.maureen@xtra.co.nz

77. Aucklandsoar (Inc)
Ted Bealing
36 Ripon Crescent, Meadowbank
AUCKLAND 1072
09 528 3720 ted@pl.net

71. Hibiscus Coast Radio Flyers
Henny Remkes
Box 468
Orewa
AUCKLAND 0946
027 441 1484
henny.remkes@gmail.com

35. Blenheim Model Aero Club
Murray Herd
70A Redwood Street
BLENHEIM 7201
03 578 9199 mherdz@xtra.co.nz
http:/www.bmac.org.nz
49.Bush Fliers M.A.C.
Sandra Hall
06 354 5749
sandrahallsmocking@gmail.com
8. Cambridge Model Aero Club
Wayne Cartwright
8 Mirbeck Avenue
CAMBRIDGE 3434
07 949 4072 or 022 153 4679
rwcartwright4@gmail.com
82. Central Districts Silent Flight
David James
41 Chippendale Crescent, Highbury
PALMERSTON NORTH 4412
06 354 3452 jamesdj@slingshot.co.nz

36. Highbrook Aeromodellers Club Inc
Arjen Visser
PO Box 48180
Blockhouse Bay
AUCKLAND
021 443 298 info@ham.org.nz
40. Invercargill Radio Fliers - Southland
M.A.C.
Les Greer
38 Coronation Street, Strathern
INVERCARGILL 9812
03 216 8556 l-j@xtra.co.nz
19. Kaiapoi M.A.C. (Inc)
Mark Strawbridge
507 Pesters Road
RD 5 RANGIORA 7475
027-704-5894
mark.strawbridge@gmail.com
www.kmac.nz

2. Central Otago Model Fliers
David Burke
117 Centennial Avenue
ALEXANDRA
03 448 6919 avenue.motel@xtra.co.nz

96. Kaipara Flats Model Flyers
Mike Andrews
26 Rawhiti Place, Snells Beach
Warkworth
AUCKLAND 0920
09 425 6896 mike@mikeandrews.co.nz

9. Christchurch M.A.C. (Inc)
Ian Harvey
55A Lochee Road, Upper Riccarton
CHRISTCHURCH 8041
03 348 8206 harveyi@plantwise.co.nz

95. Kaitaia Flyers
Peter Bieri
517 West Coast Road, RD 1
AWANUI
021 047 6314 bieribeach@gmail.com

10. Christchurch Radio Fliers Club Inc
Peter Hewson,
307 Avonhead Rd, Avonhead,
CHRISTCHURCH 8042.
03 358 4022 jillhewson@xtra.co.nz

78. Kapiti Aeromodellers Club Inc
Paul Buckrell
021 422 633 paul.buckrell@gmail.com

11. Dunedin M.A.C. (Inc)
Tim Apspinall
1 Bayfield Rd, Andersons Bay
DUNEDIN 9013
027 278 1169 kiwikanfli@xtra.co.nz
12. Egmont Modellers Club
John Spence
14D Saxton Road
Upper Vogeltown
NEW PLYMOUTH 4310
06 753 9241 spencejs10@gmail.com
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20. Kerikeri Model Aero Club
Mike King
80 Riverview Road
KERIKERI 0230
09 407 8959 mike_rosie@xtra.co.nz
21. Levin Model Aeroplane Club (Inc)
Jonathan Shorer
21 Emma Drive, RD 31
Waikawa Beach Rd LEVIN 5573
06 362 6313
lmacinc@xtra.co.nz

22. Marlborough Associated Modellers Inc
Carl McMillan
16 Avening Close
BLENHEIM 7201
03 578 0716
carlmcmillan@ihug.co.nz

27. Oamaru Power Model Aero Club (Inc)
Alexander Houston
248 Airedale Road
OAMARU 9492
027 327 4499
alexander.w.houston@gmail.com27.

23. Matamata-Piako M.A.C. Inc
Graeme Giles
105 Beaumaris Boulevard, Bethlehem
TAURANGA 3110
07 5791126

32. Omarama Model Aircraft Club
Donald Selbie
90 Max Smith Drive
P.O. Box 181
TWIZEL
027 435 5516

69. McLeans Island Scale Flyers (Inc)
Richard Tier
PO Box 52322
KIRWEE 7543
03 352 0317
tierrich@gmail.com
66. Mercury Bay Aero Club (Inc)
Tony Pilmer
49 Catherine Cres
WHITIANGA 3510
07 866 2825
mbac@xtra.co.nz
72. Model Aviation Northland (Inc)
Andreas Gabler
13 Sierra Avenue, Kamo
WHANGAREI 0112
021 242 5099
secretary@modelaviationnorthland.co.nz
www.modelaviationnorthland.co.nz
18. Model Flying Hawkes Bay (Inc)
Brett Robinson
4/209 McLeod Street, Camberley
HASTINGS 4120
06 876 4605
brettrob@orcon.net.nz
24. Nelson Model Aero Club (Inc)
Andrew Reeve
22 Brook Street
NELSON 7010
022 671 7200
nmacsecretary@outlook.com
25. New Plymouth M.A.C. (Inc)
Justin Whalley
28 Dorset Avenue
Westown
NEW PLYMOUTH 4310
06 751 1442
noveandjustin10@gmail.com
91. New Zealand Jet Modellers
Association (Inc.)
Roger Hutson
5 Hansard place, Bethlehem
TAURANGA 3110
07 579 2509 secretary@nzjma.com
29. NOCLASS M.A.C.
Adrian Hamilton
9 Red Hill Road
PAPAKURA 2110
ashcustomworks@gmail.com
26. North Shore M.A.C. (Inc)
Linda Gedye
65 Jean MacKay Place
Dairy Flat, RD 4 AUCKLAND 0794
09 421 0213
grantandlinda@xtra.co.nz
67. Northern Helicopter Modellers Club
Steve Nichols
PO Box 87, Albany Village
AUCKLAND 0755
09 415 9278
snheli@xtra.co.nz
98. Northern Miniature Aerobatics Club
Tony Chadderton-Smith
154 Kohimarama Road, Kohimarama
AUCKLAND
021 027 3379
tony@titanenergy.co.nz

74. Open Skies Radio Flyers
Mat Wellington
Ph 06 278 1066
mat_wellington@yahoo.co.nz
87. Opotiki M.A.C.
Fred Hassall
PO Box 121
OPOTIKI 3162
07 312 3577
nukubluepack@xtra.co.nz
30. Palmerston North Aeroneers (Inc)
Clive Martis
48 Tennyson Avenue, Kelvin Grove
PALMERSTON NORTH
06 357 8832 or 021 844 323
clive.martis.27@gmail.com
66. Palmerston RC Model Flying
Ron Sloan
6 Geelong Street
WAIKOUAITI 9510
03 465 7260
rsloan@xtra.co.nz
31. Papakura Manukau Aeromodellers
Club (Inc)
Ron Wilson
82 Kilkenny Drive, Howick
AUCKLAND 2016
09 274 3221
ronw82@outlook.com
54. Richard Pearse M.A.C.
Peter Harber
9 Gleniti Road
Gleniti
TIMARU 7910
021 140 2643
wardharber@xtra.co.nz
34. RNZAF Base Auckland M.A.C.
Mark Corbett
41 West Harbour Drive, West Harbour
AUCKLAND
mark.corbett@nzdf.mil.nz
42. Rodney Model Aviation Club (Inc)
Hayden Purdy
8 Dorchester Place
OREWA 0931
09 427 5906
hayden@aurium.co.nz
37. Rotorua M.A.C. (Inc)
Bruce Simmons
07 348 7922
mary@redhen.co.nz
80. Rural Flying Corps
Paul Lagon
11 Seddon Street
CHEVIOT
plagan@xtra.co.nz
84. SAM 1928
Martin Evans
1166A East Coast Road
RD 4 ALBANY 0794
Ph 09 473 4158
Martin.evans@ihug.co.nz
62. South Canterbury M.A.C. (Inc)
c/-Graeme Dellow
33 Harper Street, Parkside
TIMARU
027 684 5832
gndellow@xtra.co.nz
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39. South Otago M.A.C. (Inc)
Mrs Rose Langley
3 Cossens Street
BALCLUTHA 9230
03 418 4431
graham.rose@langley.co.nz

76. The Whangarei Blue Goose Flying
Group
John Tomson
09 437 3616
johnotomson@gmail.com

94. Southern Lakes Model Fliers Club
Mike Barker
662 Ballantyne Road RD 2
WANAKA 9382
03 443 2800 or 020 402 01897
mike.f.barker@gmail.com

50. Thames Blackfeet M.A.C.
Ian Palmer
42A/441 Whangaparaoa Road
Stanmore Bay
AUCKLAND 0932
09 428 6994
blackfeetflyers@hotmail.co.nz

68. Springhill Aviation Club Inc
Tony Lloyd
11 Guy Road, RD 1
WARKWORTH
09 425 0446
somerset11@clear.co.nz

88. Tuakau Model Aero Club (Inc)
David Squires
17A Shannon Grove
PUKEKOHE 2120
Ph 09 238 5033
dbsq17@gmail.com
93. Waimak Radio Flyers
Barry Lennox,
52 Siena Place,
KAIAPOI RD 2 7692
(03) 310 6628

41. Tamaki M.A.C.(Inc)
Stuart Goodare
PO Box 128513, Remuera
AUCKLAND
021 799 213
stu.goodare@gmail.com

52. Waimate MAC
Greg Clarkson
21 Rhodes Street
Waimate 7924
027 836 0423
gtec1963@gmail.com

43. Taupo Model Fliers Inc
Alex Brodie
31A Korimako Road
TAUPO 2730
ana_brodie@xtra.co.nz
44. Tauranga M.A.C. (Inc)
Dave Marriott
41 Acornia Close
TAURANGA 3112
07 544 4187 or 021 909 407
taurangamodelfly@gmail.com
www.taurangamodelfly.nz

53. Wairarapa M.A.C.
Ian Henderson
84 Upper Plain Road
Masterton 5810
06 370 4693
henderson@ihug.co.nz

55. Wanganui Aero Modellers Club (Inc)
Brent Holt
87C Putiki Drive
Putiki
WANGANUI 4500
027 220 3846
brent.holt@xtra.co.nz

59. Whakatane Model Aircraft Club
Phillip Davies
33 Ohiwi Parade
Ohope Beach
WHAKATANE 3121
021 305 223
daviespj00@yahoo.com

56. Wellington M.A.C. (Inc)
Phil Bolton
176B Katherine Mansfield Drive
RD 1, Upper Hutt 5371
04 527 3299
secretary@wmac.org.nz

60.Whangarei M.A.C. (Inc)
Graham Main
P O Box 55
MAUNGATAPERE 0152
09 434 7333
gramain@xtra.co.nz

57. Wellington Radio Flyers (Inc)
Mike Brider
113 John Sims Drive, Johnsonville
WELLINGTON 6037
04 478 9365

61. Wigram Model Aero Club
Allan Woodley
147 Halswell Road
CHRISTCHURCH 8024
03 338 0462

7. West Coast Radio Flyers (SI)
John Browning
29 Kilgour Road
GREYMOUTH 7805
03 768 4962
jdbrowning@xtra.co.nz
70. Western Bay Model Flyers Inc
Dave Evans
26 Mayor View Terrace
WAIHI BEACH 3611
07 863 5987
wbaymf@gmail.com
58. Western Districts M.A.C.
Keith Ryman
87 Colwill Road, Massey East
AUCKLAND 0614
09 832 4676
keith.ryman@akzonobel.com
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NORTHLAND

ONE
STOP

MODEL & HOBBY
10 John Street,
Whangarei.
Tel/Fax 09 438 8778
Darryl Applegate

Come in and browse!

9.30am to 5pm Monday to Friday.
9.30am to 2pm Saturday.

R/C planes, boats, cars, including accessories.
APC, Du-Bro, Futaba, HiTEC, Ming Yang, O.S.,
SAB, Spektrum, Sullivan.Great Planes, Airsail,
E-sky, Kyosho Tamiya and more
Cool Power oil and nitro, and ready mixed fuel.
Great range of die-cast cars & plastic kits.
Trains, slot cars, modeling & scenery supplies,
paints & glues, and much more. Bring the family!
Gift vouchers available. Mail orders. Credit cards welcome.

Ask about our 10% discount for all NZMAA members!

onestopmodelhobby@xtra.co.nz

AUCKLAND
WATTS up hobbies
Electric Flight Specialists

A huge range of RC products on line

Scorpion - Parkzone - Dubro - Hitec
Solarfilm - Spectrum - MPJET - APC
Aeronaut - Tamiya - Align
Top Models - Multiplex - Depron
Contact John for any enquiries

CHRISTCHURCH
HENDERSON RACING
82 Rose Street
CHRISTCHURCH
24hr Tel/Fax (03) 337 1091

Suppliers to the racing fraternity
Rossi, Nelson, O.P.S. Phelan Rossi,
Sherlock Propellers,
Murphy Mustang, JR

09 233 4014
sales@wattsup.co.nz
www.wattsup.co.nz
SLIPSTREAM MODEL
RESTORATION WORKSHOP
200 Robertson Rd, Mangere 2024
AUCKLAND Bus/AH 09 275 5842

R/C Aircraft Specialists

PO BOX 218 WHANGAREI

Tel: 027 294 6918 or Fax 09 434 7402
Email atomichobbysupplies@xtra.co.nz
Mercury adhesives, Balsawood, APC Atomic
Fastenings, Tru-Turn, Hayes, Tettra MK, OS
Engines, YS Engines, HatoriAir Wild, TME,
Futaba, EZ, Krill Aircraft & more!
Importers and Distributors of quality Hobby Products

AUCKLAND

Specialists in plans from all top designs from
around the globe plus others less known
Plans & accessories catalogue - $41.50 inc postage
MVVS Engines, spares & accessories.
Robart retracts including full spares, Zenoah

Workshop Facilities:
Model building to any stage, plus repairs
Fibreglass moulding - fuselage-cowls-spats,
Canopy pressing, Latex moulding,
Metal laser cutting, Foam cutting & shaping

Plus full engine repairs & overhauls,
Radio & Accessories repairs

email: slipstream_models@clear.net.nz

At RC hobbies, we sell a range of
helicopters, planes, parts, fuel
and accessories.
We are the New Zealand dealer for RJX
and are well stocked with Thunder Tiger,
E Sky, E-flite and more.
We are continually growing our range
and looking for new and exciting products,
so keep checking our website regulary.
We sell premix nitro fuel and ship
nationwide with no extra dangerous
goods charges. We will
also blend to whatever mix you need.

Website: www.rchobbies.co.nz
EmaiI: sales@rchobbies.co.nz

WAIKATO
FRANKTON MODEL SHOP
Leading Model & Hobby Specialists

72 Kent Street
P O Box 5165, Frankton
HAMILTON Tel (07) 847 5292

Late night Thursday,
Open Saturday morning.
Extensive range of Kits,
Engines, Radio Control Systems,
Spares and accessories
FULL BACK-UP SERVICE

NELSON
New Zealand Sales Agent for
Japan Remote Control JR PROPO Systems
www.airsailmodels.co.nz

299 Native Road Pukekawa 2696
Auckland
Ph: 09 233 4014
theteam@airsail.co.nz

Suppliers of all Airsail products
Dubro, Sullivan, Futaba, Spektrum, K&S products,
Cool Power, Solarfilm, Oracover, APC & Garvon
props and many more.
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HOBBY CENTRAL
Top of the South Model Centre
240 Queen Street, Richmond,
Nelson, NZ Tel/Fax 03 544 8079
Stockists of: Hitec, Futaba, JR Radios,
R/C, SC, OS, Super Tigre Engines,
GWS Systems & indoor equipment,
electric flight products & kits and
accessories from around the world

www.hobbycentral.co.nz
Model Flying World

